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MARY CONN COSBY PENN
VS.
IRVEN M. KELLER, Substituted Trustee, etc., and
Emory and Henry College, a Corporation
PETITION
To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme Court of Appeals of
Virginia:
Your petitioner Mary Conn Cosby Penn, respectfully
shows'that she is aggrieved by a decree entered by the Circuit
Court of Washington County, Virginia, in the above styled
cause on January I8, 1940. A transcript of the record in said
cause is hereto attached. The following is a statement of the
facts of the case, and the ground upon which the undersigned
petitioner relies for an appeal from said decree.
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THE FACTS
Abram T. Litchfield, a native of the state of Virginia, died
testate in March, 19 19, a resident of the state of Missouri. His
will was duly probated in the proper probate court of that
state, and clause five thereof was as folows:
2 * 5. I will and bequeath to my sister Mrs. John D.
Cosby the sum of Two Thousand Dollars, in trust how-
ever, the interest only to be used in keeping in repair 'Litch-
field Hall' on the campus of 'Martha Washington College'
for young ladies, located at Abingdon, Virginia, and being
the property of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South.
If my sister should not be living at my death, then
said sum of Two Thousand dollars shall be paid to the
trustees curators or other persons having the legal manage-
ment and control of said Martha Washington College for
young ladies, or who may be legally authorized to receive
said trust fund, to be held and used for the purpose afore-
said."
However, by a codicil duly and properly executed prior to
his death, he had revoked this bequeast and had made Emma
Reed a residuary legatee so that she, in fact, received said fund.
Nevertheless Emma Reed, in due course, paid over to Mrs. John
D. Cosby the sum of $2,000.00, fulfilling her desire to carry
out this cancelled provision of the testator's will. The record
does not disclose the exact date that this payment was made, but
it was made shortly after the testator's death. The Litchfield
family had been closely allied with Martha Washington Col-
lege from the date it was founded, and had taken a very active
part in its development. No express written or verbal declara-
tion of trust was made, though Emma Reed now states that she
thinks the money should be refunded because Martha Wash-
ington College has been discontinued. The will had been exe-
cuted on May 23, 1915, and the codicil had been executed on
October 25, 1918. By deed dated June 16, 1919, but not re-
corded until July 30, 1929, the Trustees of Martha Washing-
ton College had conveyed the Martha Washington College prop-
erty to Emory and Henry College. The Martha Washington
College corporation charter was dissolved about this time (see
copy of deed page 38, original exhibits, and deposition of J. N.
Hillman, page 70 of the record). Said fund was deposited in a
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local bank in Abingdon and the income therefrom was paid by
Mrs. Cosby to Martha Washington College to be used in
3* keeping in repair Litchfield Hall, and *after Mrs. Cosby's
death in 1921, it was paid over by the bank to the com-
plainant, who likewise delivered it to Martha Washington Col-
lege, until in April, 1934, Irven M. Keller, by order of the
Circuit Court of Washington County, was substituted trustee in
the place and stead of Mrs. Cosby, deceased, and said substitute
trustee now has title to said fund. The bank in which the fund
was deposited failed to re-open after the banking holiday and a
small portion of the fund is now represented by a Participation
Certificate issued by the Trustees Liquidating said Bank, though
the major portion of the deposit has been paid. In 193 1 Mar-
tha Washington College was discontinued, and the premises re-
mained vacant and unoccupied until 1937, in which year, by
lease dated April 2, Emory and Henry College leased the prem-
ises to Barnhill Hotel Corporation for a term of years be-
ginning in 1937 and ending in 1962, and said corporation made
extensive repairs to the buildings and in a few months began
the operation of a hotel under the trade name of Martha Wash-
ington Inn. The third floor of said Litchfield Hall is now used
as bedrooms, the basement floor is in use as a dining room, and
the second or main floor is an auditorium, and is used for con-
ventions and public gatherings of all kinds. On January i,
1938, said Martha Washington College property was assessed
for taxation as commercial property. The college had for sev-
eral years been operated at a loss, and the loss amounted to ap-
proximately $169,ooo.oo as of the date it was discontinued, and
it would appear beyond peradventure of a doubt that Martha
Washington Colege for young ladies is now dead and will never
again be operated. It was owned and operated by the Methodist
church, and Emory and Henry College, being likewise owned
and operated by the Methodist Church, assumed the indebted-
ness (see deposition of J. N. Hillman, page 8 1 of the record).
Mary Conn Cosby Penn, the complainant in the Circuit
Court, is a niece of of Abram T. Litchfield, and Emma Reed, the
residuary legatee, by written assignment, transferred and
3-a* assigned *her interest in said fund to the complainant,
and in December, 1938, the complainant filed her bill in
chancery against Irven M. Keller, Substituted Trustee, and
Emory and Henry College, a corporation, and later filed an
amended bill of complaint, and alleged that said trust had been
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terminated by reason of the discontinuance of Martha Wash-
ington College and the conversion of said college property into
a commercial property as hotel property, and further alleged that
as a result thereof, said fund had reverted to Emma Reed and by
said assignment had been transferred to, and now belonged to
the complainant. The complainant sought a decree of the
court holding that said trust has terminated and directing the
trustee to pay over and deliver said fund to the complainant.
Emory and Henry College demurred, and the demurrer being
overruled, answered, denying that the trust fund had terminated,
and denying that complainant was entitled to the relief which
she sought. Irven M. Keller, Substituted Trustee, answered
and set forth the status of the trust fund, and asked the advice
and direction of the court in the course he should follow and
in the proper handling of said fund.
When the cause came on to be heard by the Circuit Court
upon the pleadings and depositions, by a decree entered on Jan-
uary I8, 1940, it was held that the complainant was not en-
titled to the relief prayed for and that said trust fund had not
terminated, and the complainant's bill was dismissed (See copy
of final decree, p. 96 of the record).
4* *THE LAW
There is practically no conflict or controversy about the
facts, and the only question for the court is one of law, namely:
Does this trust terminate and the fund revert to the
assignee of the donor, when Martha Washington College
for young ladies was discontinued and the premises con-
verted to commercial uses?
It is respectfully submitted that the answer to this question
is in the affirmative and that the Circuit Court erred in holding
otherwise and dismissing the complainant's Bill.
This identical question has never been before the Supreme
Court of Appeals of Virginia, and we must look to the de-
cisions of other courts, for a discussion of the legal principle in-
volved.
It will probably be argued to this Court that Clark v. Oliu'-
er, 9 1 Va. 42 1, and other cases have passed upon this question,
but we confidently assert that a careful examination of these
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cases will disclose that they do not establish a precedent for the
question now before the court, and we will briefly discuss these
cases at the conclusion of this petition.
The rule which we consider applicable to this case is stated
as follows in Restatement of the Law, Trusts:
Chapter i 2, p. 1244, Topic i. General Principles.
Introductory Notes: A resulting trust arises where a per-
son makes or causes to be made a disposition of property
under circumstances which raise an inference that he does
not intend that the person taking or holding the property
should have the beneficial interest therein and where the
inference is not rebutted and the benefi.cial interest is not
otherwise effectively disposed of. Since the person who
holds the property is not entitled to the beneficial interest,
and since the beneficial interest is not otherwise disposed of,
5* *it springs back or results to the person who made the dis-
position or to his estate, and the person holding the prop-
erty holds it upon a resulting trust for him or his estate.
A resulting trust may arise in any one of the follow-
ing situations:
I. Where a private or charitable trust fails in whole
or in part (see Sec. 4I1-429);
Sec. 41 i. General Rule.
"Where the owner of property gratuitously trans-
fers it and properly manifests an intention that the trans-
feree should hold the property in trust but the trust fails,
the transferee holds the trust estate upon a resulting trust
for the transferor or his estate, unless the transferor prop-
erly manifested an intention that no resulting trust should
arise or the intended trust fails for illegality.
Comment:
a. As to the circumstances manifesting an intention
that no resulting trust should arise upon the failure of the
express trust, see Sec. 4 12.
As to the situation where the express trust fails for
illegality, see Sec. 422.
b. Transfer inter viuos. Where the owner of prop-
erty gratuitously transfers it inter vivos upon a trust which
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fails, the transferee holds it upon a resulting trust for the
transferor.
As to the situation where the transferee or a third
person gives consideration for the transfer, see Sec. 423,
424.
c. Transfer by Will. If real property is devised up-
on a trust which fails and there is no provision in the will
effectively disposing of the residue of the testator's real
property, the devisee holds it upon a resulting trust for
the heir of the testator."
Section 413. Failure of Charitable Trust.
"Where the owner of property gratuitously transfers
it upon trust for a charitable purpose and the purpose can-
not be accomplished, the transferee holds the trust estate
upon a resulting trust for the transferor or his estate, un-
less
(a) the doctrine of cy pres is applicable, or
(b) the transferor properly manifested an intention
that no resulting trust should arise.
Comment:
(a) The doctrine of cy pres. If property is given
in trust to be applied to a particular charitable purpose, and
it is or becomes impossible or impracticable or illegal to
carry out the particular purpose, and if the settlor mani-
fested a more general intention to devote the property to
charitable purposes, the trust will not fail but the court will
direct the application of the property to some charitable
purpose which falls within the general charitable intention
of the settlor (see Sec. 399). This is the doctrine of cy
pres.
6* *"On the other hand, if the settlor manifested an
intention to restrict his gift to the particular charitable
purpose designated, and it is or becomes impossible or im-
practicable or illegal to carry out the particular purpose,
the trust fails and the trustee holds the property upon a
resulting trust for the settlor or his estate."
If the foregoing statement of the law is applied to the in-
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stant case, then it is apparent that the fund should be delivered
to the complainant because otherwise it will have been applied
under the cy pres doctrine to some other charitable purpose than
the one designated by the settlor, and this is not permissible be-
cause the settlor has not shown a general intention to devote
the property to a charitable purpose. The will specified "Litch-
field Hall on the campus of Martha Washington College for
young ladies, located at Abingdon, Virginia, and being the prop-
erty of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South."
It is apparent that neither Abram T. Litchfield, nor Em-
ma Reed, ever thought that the college would be discontinued
or gave consideration to this possibility; Emma Reed advanced
the money to carry-out the original expressed intention of Ab-
ram T. Litchfield. She did not at that time consider the pos-
sibility that the college might be closed, but by her assignment,
and by her testimony, she has. now settled that question by
showing clearly and definitely that she had no general charitable
purpose at the time the trust fund was established. She demon-
strated this fact because she assigns the fund to the complainant
and she testified as follows: (Page 42 of the record)
"No. I don't know what they are doing. All I
know about the Emory F Henry is that Mary Penn wrote
in this letter-sle wrote several letters-that "Emory 84
Henry are trying to get the money that you said you gave
to me", and I said "Emory 8 Henry have no right to get
that money, so you get it."
7* *This same rule is again stated as follows, in substance, in
io Am. Jur. 678, sec. 127:
"If, however, the charitable purpose is limited to a
particular object or to a particular institution, and there
is no general charitable intent, then, if it becomes impos-
7sible to carry out the object, or the institution ceases to ex-
ist before the gift has taken effect, and possibly in some
cases after it has taken effect, the doctrine of cy pres does
not apply; in cases arising under a will, in the absence of
any limitation over, or other provision, the legacy lapses.
In cases of gifts inter vivos, or donations, not made under
a will, the donations or gifts cannot be diverted".
The rule is stated as follows in Ruling Case Law:
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26 R. C. L. 1210, Sec. 52. Termination Generally.
"On the termination of the period of time to which an
active trust is limited by the terms of its creation, the trust
ceases and the estate becomes vested in the parties entitled to
it at that time, by operation of law and without a con-
veyance. Likewise a trust is terminated by the entire ful-
fillment of its object, or by its object becoming impossible
or unlawful."
26 R. C. L. 1212, Se-. 56. Conveyance on Iermina-
tion of Trust, "On the termination of a trust the trus-
tee can not rightfully do any further act under the trust,
unless it be that of executing some transfer to the person
equitably entitled thereto. No such transfer, however,
seems to be necessary, because on the occurrence of the
contingencies which terminate the trust his title must be
regarded as at an end and the whole title, both legal and
equitable, as vested in the person for whose benefit the
property has been held in trust, or as having returned to the
creator of the trust or his heirs or other successor in in-
terest. But where a trust on which real estate was con-
veyed has failed and the trust becomes impossible of per-
formance, it is the duty of the trustee to reconvey to his
grantor, and a court of equity, if applied to, will compel a
reconveyance.
One of the earl'est and most often cited cases holding that
the fund reverted when the purpose for which it was established
had failed or could not be carried out is Teele v. Bishop of
Deery, i68 Mass. 341, 47 N. E. 422, 6 Am. St. Rep. 4o1: In
this case the testatrix made a bequest to purchase a lot and
build a church at Carndrine "to be forever used for the purposes
of public worship under auspices of Roman Catholic
8* Church." The Catholic *bishop was of opinion that it
was inadvisiable to try to carry out the will by pur-
chasing a lot and building a church because the town was too
small and the Catholic population was decreasing, and the court
was asked to apply the money under the cy pres doctrine to a
similar purpose in another town. The court held that the cy
pres doctrine was not applicable and that the bequest should pass
under the residuary clause of the will and said:
"In the present case the bequest is not for general re-
ligious purposes, nor is there anything to indicate that the
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object of the testatrix was to benefit the parish as a whole.
To divert it would not be in furtherance of any general
intent on her part."
Another important and often cited cases is Hopkins V.
Grimshaw, 165 U. S. 342, 41 L. Ed. 739, 17 S. Ct. 401. In
that case a conveyance was made to trustees for a certain society,
ha-bendum, to "and their successors in office forever, for the sole
use and benefit of the Union Beneficial Society for the City of
Washington as aforesaid, for a burial ground, and for no other
purpose whatever". The society was originally a burial asso-
ciation and ultimately it ceased to exist and all the bodies which
had been buried there were exhumed and removed to other
cemeteries. The heirs of the donor sought to have the court
decree that the property had reverted to them. The court said,
page 404:
"If it be assumed, however as most favorable to the
defendant, that this deed created a charitable trust, it was
not a grant indicating a general charitable purpose, and
pointing out the mode of carrying that purpose into ef-
fect; thus coming within the class of cases in which courts
of chancery, when the particular mode had failed, have car-
ried out the general purpose. Late Corporation of the
Church of Jesus Christ v. U. S. 136 U. S. I, 51-6o, io
Sup. C. 792. Jackson v. Phillips, 14 Allen, 539. But
the trust was restricted, in plain and unequivocal terms,
to the particular society to be benefited, as well as to the
purpose of a burial ground adding (as if to put the mat-
ter beyond doubt), 'and for no other purpose whatever.'
9* The trust would end, therefore, at *the latest, when the
land ceased to be used as a burial ground and the society was
dissolved. Easterbrooks u. Tillinghast, above cited; Reed
v. Stouffer, 56 Md. 236, 254; Society vs. Dugan, 65 Md.
460, 5 Atl. 415; In re Rymer (1895) i Ch. 19, 31, 32.'
In that case the court held that the land reverted to the
heirs of the grantor and said (page 4o6)
''In the case at bar, our conclusions as to the effect of
Forrests's deed, assuming it to be in the nature of a valid
dedication for a pious and charitable use, may be summed
up as follows: The trustees named in the deed took the
legal estate in fee. The equitable estate in fee was from
the beginning, and always remained, in the grantor and
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his heirs. The trust declared in the deed, for a burial
ground for the Union Beneficial Society, came to an end,
according to its own express restriction and limitation, by
the land ceasing to be used as a burial ground, and the
dissolution of the society. Thereupon the trustees held the
legal estate in fee, subject to a resulting trust to the gran-
tor's heirs, unaffected by the rule against perpetuities; and
the legal estate of the trustees descended to their heirs, and
passed by the deeds of the latter to the defendant, charged
with this resulting trust."
Hopkins v. Grimshaw, supra, is quite similar to the pres-
ent case. In that case the cemetery was abandoned and the
bodies removed, and the land converted to commercial uses, and
in the present case the college has been discontinued and the
premises converted to commercial uses.
In a recent case, Allen v. City of Bellefontaine, (Ohio,
i934), i9i N. E. 896, the testatrix had devised certain prop-
erty to Trustees with the direction that it be used for a hospital
or clinic and upon certain conditions as to maintenance, etc. It
was deemed inadvisable to accept the gift and try to carry out
the purpose sought, but the court was asked to apply the fund
under the cy pres doctrine to a similar purpose wherein a clinic
was to be maintained in another hospital and willingness was
expressed to erect a memorial to the testatrix's husband and com-
ply with certain other directions with reference to his mem-
io* ory. The court referred *to the case of Teele v. Bishop of
Deery, supra, and other similar cases and held that the cy
pres doctrine did not permit the application of the fund in any
other manner than as directed by the testatrix. A very pertinent
statement is made by the court on page 9o as follows:
"As the Mary Rutan Hospital was in existence at the
time of the execution of the will, it would appear that it
was the intention of the testatrix not to adopt that hospital
as the beneficiary of her bounty, but to create an insti-
tution separate and distinct from and furnishing services of
a different class and character from those furnished by
such hospital."
To paraphrase this quotation it might be stated that Emory
and Henry College was in existence at the time the present do-
nation was made to Martha Washington College and it would
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appear that it was not the intention of the donor to adopt Em-
ory & Henry College, but to assist in maintaining Martha Wash-
ington College as a separate and distinct entity and in particular
as a separate school for young women and at Abingdon and
not at Emory. The Court further said that the testatrix had no
general charitable intention and that the endowment of another
hospital would not come within the chartitable intention of the
testatrix, and further, the intended beneficiaries of the trust
created under her will was a different class from the portion of
the public who would be beneficiaries of a proposed endowment
under the cy pres doctrine and that the character and class of
facilities and services provided for in said will differ from those
proposed to be furnished under such endowment. It was there-
fore held that the fund should be paid to the heirs at law and
next of kin, and that the cy pres doctrine was not applicable.
I I * *The honorable Judge of the Circuit Court of Washington
County, in deciding this case against the complainant, and
dismissing her bill of complaint, relied upon and cited, among
others, the following cases, and we wish to refer to them and
demonstrate the inapplicability of them in a brief way.
Clark v. Oliuer, 91 Va. 421, 425.
In this case a fund was raised by solicitation from various
donors for the purpose of establishing an industrial school and
this fund was misused by the recipients in that it was applied to-
ward payment of the balance due on some indebtedness against
church property. Suit was brought by some of the donors
seeking to have the fund reinvested in an industrial school, and
the court held that the donors were not proper parties and
could not maintain their suit. It was not contended that the
fund could no longer be applied to the object for which it was
originally donated and it was not contended that the fund
should revert. The facts are quite different from the facts in
the present cases. The court did state in that case (page 425) :
"There is no such thing as a resulting trust with res-
pect to a charity. Where a fund has been devoted to a
charity, which, if the charity fails, will go to others, those
persons having hostile interests may, of course, assert any
claim they may have in the subject, and show that the
charitable use has for any cause failed, and become inop-
erative and void; but where a donor has passed out of him-
self all interest in the fund devoted to a charity, neither he,
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nor those claiming under him have any standing in a court
of equity as to its disposition and control."
However, it is insisted that this statement is not applicable
to the present case because the facts and circumstances are quite
different, and it is well established by the overwhelming prepon-
derance of the decided cases that a trust fund such as the pres-
ent one does revert to the donor, when the Purpose for which
it was established has failed, and no general charitable in-
i2* tent *is established, so that the fund can be applied to
some other charitable use under the cy pres doctrine.
In Pence v. Tidewater Town Site Corporation, 127 Va.
447, a deed conveying real estate contained a provision forfeit-
ing the title if the grantee did not erect a building on the lot
within a specified time, and the court said:
"Conditions subsequent because they tend to destroy
estates, are not fovored in law-"
But of course the converse of this is equally well settled, and
needs no citation of authorities, and if the intention is clearly ex-
pressed the courts will give effect to it, and in the instant case
the donor has clearly expressed her intention that the fund
should revert.
In Schroeder v. Woodward, i i6 Va, 5o6, a conveyance
was made to trustees for certain parties during their joint lives,
and, upon the death of either or both, then the property by one
or both so dying was to pass according to certain directions. The
court held that is was not susceptible of partition, and the suit of
one of the interested parties for partition was dismissed. The
general statement of the law to the effect that a voluntary
trust, having been once established, cannot be revoked ex-
cept by agreement of all interested parties in no wise contra-
dicts or interferes with the relief sought for by the complainant
in the instant case. She alleges that the fund reverts because the
purpose for which it was established has failed.
In Russell's Executors v. Passmore, 1 27 Va. 475, certain
bank stock was placed in the hands of a trustee to be held by
him, in event of the death of the donor, for the use and bene-
fit of the complainants, and the court held that it was a com-
plete trust, without reservation of power of revocation, and
therefore it could not be revoked.
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13* *It was not contended that the trust had terminated be-
cause the purpose for which it was created had failed.
In Fisher v. Harrison, 165 Va. 323, 182 S. E. 543, a tes-
tator bequeathed $3,000.00 to W. Lee Fisher "said amount to
be held in trust by the Shenandoah Valley National Bank as
trustee and not invested, and the annual proceeds to be paid
over to my infant son until the title to the Eddy property,
which I have devised to him, shall be clear, then the said
amount, or so much as may remain after clearing said title, shall
be his absolutely".
The court said (page 546 of the Southeastern Reporter)
"His enjoyment of the corpus of the legacy is post-
poned, however, until the title to the Eddy property shall
be cleared, after which the amount shall be his absolutely."
Page 347 of the Southeastern Reporter:
"On the contrary, the intention is that W. Lee Fish-
er shall enjoy the income until after a certain event, name-
ly, the clearing of the title to the Eddy property, after
which the principal is to be his absolutely.'
But the trust becomes impossible of performance and term-
inates. 26 R. C. L. 1210, Sec. 52; ioo Am. St. Rep. 102,
103, note; 65 C. J. p. 351 No. 124. As is said in 26 R. C. L.
pages 1185, I 186, No. 2o:
"If a deed shows an intention to create a trust in a
particular manner, in which, however, it cannot operate,
no intention can be presumed that it should operate in
some other manner, and it must hence be adjudged void.
"Loring v. Heldreth, 170 Mass. 328, 331, 49 N. E. 652,
653, 4o L, R. A. 127, 64 Am. St. Rep. 301, 304.
NOTE:
In Loring v. Heldreth, supra, it was held that there
was no delivery of a deed in trust re certain property and
though the deed was recorded, and therefore it was a cloud
on the title and a court of equity should remove it. The
Court said:
4" *"It often happens that charitable trusts fail because
they cannot be carried out in the mode intended, if there
was no intention that they should be carried out in any
other mode. See Teele L). Bishop of Deery, 168 Mass. 34 1,
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47 N. E. 422 and cases there cited" (Note this case of
Bishop of Deery is a case cited and relied on by complainant.
In Massanetta Springs, etc. Encampment v. Keezell, i6 I
Va. 532, 171 S. E. 51 1, it was held that a bequest was invalid be-
cause too indefinite, and in the course of the opinion it was
said: (page 5 15 Southeastern Reporter)
"That such indefinitness of purpose is a fatal defect
in America cannot be doubted, as the prerogative cy pres
doctrine has no application on this side of the Atlantic."
Of course if the cy pres doctrine is not recognized in Vir-
ginia that defense is eliminated, and the complainant's case is
strengthened. As heretofore said, however, it is evident that
the settlor did not show any general charitable purpose and the
cy pres doctrine would not be applicable even if it were recogn-
ized in Virginia.
The Circuit Judge, in his opinion, appears to be under a
misapprehension in that he was under the impression that the
complainant contended that Abram T. Litchfield created the
trust; it appears clearly from the pleadings that the trust was
created by Emma Reed though she created it to carry out Clause
five of Abram T. Litchfield's will, so that in the view of coun-
sel for complainant, the trust is governed by the provision of
said clause; the Circuit Judge also takes the view that this suit
is an attempt to recall the gift, but on the contrary counsel for
complainant contended that the trust had been cancelled because
the purpose for which it was created can no longer be fulfilled,
just as in the Grimshaw case, supra, the United States Su-
l 5 * preme* Court held that the cemetery had reverted to the
heirs of the grantors because it had been abandoned and all
the bodies removed and the land had been converted to corm'-
mercial uses. In other words, none of th parties are trying to
recall the gift, but on the contrary they contend that title to
the fund had reverted by operation of law, and they seek now
only to secure a decree to that effect. The honorable Circuit
Judge also states "Miss Emma Reed created the fund and cre-
ated it after the consolidation of the two colleges." It is pre-
sumed that the honorable Circuit Judge meant that Emma Reed
created the fund after the consolidation of the two colleges, and
knowing at the time she created the fund that the two colleges
had been consolidated. It is respectfully submitted that the
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Circuit Judge is in error in this statement because Abram T.
Litchfield died on March 29, I919 (original exhibits, page I i.
-certificate probating will) and the deed from the Trustees of
Martha Washington College conveying the college premises to
Emory 1& Henry College was dated June 16, I919, but was not
recorded until July 30, 1929, (Original exhibits, page 38). So
it is evident Abram T. Litchfield died before the conveyance
was made to Emory &d Henry College and certainly Emma Reed
had no reason to suppose that such a deed had been executed,
and retained in the files of the college and unrecorded for many
years after the fund had been paid over by Emma Reed.
In an annotation on this question in 38 A. L. R. 44, the
annotation states the rule as follows:
"As a general proposition it may be stated that where
a person creates a trust fund for the benefit of a particular
charity or organization and it is impossible to distinguish
any general charitable intent, the fund or property will re-
vert to the donor where it becomes impossible to carry
out the purpose of the trust, even in the absence of an ex-
press provision for reverter."
Among other cases cited in support of this statement is the
very pertinent and applicable case of Presbyterian Church v.
Katsianis, (Ind.-I922) 134 N. E. 684. In that case a
16* legacy *to one church was held to have lapsed when that
church was consolidated with another church, and the fund
reverted to the representatives of the settlor. The rule was
stated by the Indiana court as follows (page 686) :
"Appellant contends that the 'Trustees of the Presby-
terian Church of Laporte' are the 'successor in office' of the
'Trustees of the Second Presbyterian Church.' This con-
tention cannot in our judgment prevail. The devise was
to the 'Trustees of the Second Presbyterian Church of Le-
porte, Ind., and their successors in office in trust for the
use and benefit of said church'. Under section 4458, supra,
and. the authorities heretofore cited, it is clear that the Sec-
bnd Presbyterian Church ceased to exist when the necessary
steps had been taken to consolidate with the First Presby-
terian Church and the real estate and personal property had
been conveyed and delivered to the new organization.
Having ceased to exist, there could be no trustees of said
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church, nor could there be any successors in office to said
trustees."
The Indiana court sustained the plaintiff's claim that the
land had reverted to the representatives of the settlor. The
facts in the foregoing Katsianis case have a number of points
quite similar to the facts in the present case. The will was exe-
cuted prior to the conveyance by the church that was named as
devisee, to another corporation of its property, and the will was
probated after said conveyance.
In holding that title did not pass to the new corporation,
the court cited, and quoted from Gladding vs. St, Mathews,
Church, supra, the following quotation (page 686), applicable
to the present case:
"We do not see how a corporation can be held to exist
in law after the power which had created it had taken
from it all its membership, property and powers in every-
thing which constitutes its legal personality."
How now can it be said that "Martha Washington College for
young ladies, located at Abingdon, Virginia," is not dead and
no longer in existence, so that the purpose for which the trust
fund was created has already failed. There is a Martha
17* Washington Inn, a *commercial hotel, being operated un-
der a long term lease, voluntarily executed by Emory &
Henry College, on the premises formerly. used for a college for
young ladies, and to apply the income from the trust fund in
question to maintain a building on this hotel property is un-
questionably not in accordance with any desire or intention of
Abram T. Litchfield or Emma Reed. Therefore, the trust fund
has ceased, and now belongs to the assignee of Emma Reed, who
was the complainant in the Circuit Court and the appellant in
this petition.
In Board of Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South, vs. Mayo, (1936, 6 C. C.-Ky.) 8i F. (2d) 449, two
tracts of land were conveyed to a seminary as gifts for charitable
purposes, and the seminary was discontinued and it was claimed
that the two tracts of land thereby reverted. It was held that
the land reverted and the court said (page-
"It was not necessary that the deed conveying the
property carry a provision of such reverter, as held in
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Kentucky in the authorities cited, it was enough to revest
title in the donor that the purposes for which the gift was
made failed."
In the President, etc., of Harvard College v. Jewett (1925-
6 C. C.) ii F (2d) ix9, a testator devised an Indian burying
ground to a museum to be "kept for scientific purposes for the
preservation of the remains and relics of said cemetery". The
Indian skeletons and remains were exhumed and delivered to
Harvard College to be preserved, and a bill was filed seeking a
sale of the land and the application of the income from the mon-
ey toward the cost of preserving the skeletons and Indian re-
mains. The heirs answered the bill, alleging that the removal of
the remains was a violation of the trust and that the land had
therefore reverted to the heirs of the donor. The court said
(p 122):
18* *"If it had no such right, then by its own act it made
further performance of the trust impossible. In either
event this land, as land, can no longer serve the purpose of
the trust, and the title thereto necessarily reverts. Hopkins
v. Grimshaw, supra."
And the court further said:
"But rather by reason of the act of the trustees in re-
moving these relics, its further use for the purpose of the
trust has become unnecessary and impracticable. This pre-
sents no case for the application of the cy pres doctrine."
It was held that the trust had failed and that the property
reverted to the heirs at law.
The facts of the instant case are quite similar to the facts
in the Harvard College case. Martha Washington College vol-
untarily conveyed all of its assets to Emory &' Henry College,
and thereafter Emory 1& Henry College voluntarily and of its
own volition discontinued "Martha Washington College for
young ladies", and thereafter voluntarily and of its own free
will and volition leased the Martha Washington campus to
Barnhill Hotel Corporation for a very valuable consideration.
As was said above, Martha Washington College and Emory ZI
Henry College both had the right to make a choice as to whether
or not the college for young ladies would be discontinued and
any trust funds that might be in existence might thereby be
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also discontinued and lost, or, whether the college would be op-
erated and any trust funds would not thereby be imperiled. Both
corporations chose to discontinue the college and neither can
therefore complain if the trust fund established by Emma Reed
is returned to- the donor, or her assignee.
Respectfully submitted,
MARY CONN COSBY PENN,
By Counsel.
STUART B. CAMPBELL,
THOS. C. PHILLIPS,
Counsel.
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RECORD
VIRGINIA:
In the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of Washington
County:
Mary Conn Cosby Penn, Complainant,
VS.
Irven M. Keller, Substituted Trustee under the last
will and testament of Abram T. Litchfield and
Emory & Henry College, a Corporation, Defendants.
BE IT REMEMBERED, that heretofore, to-wit; on the
13th day of December, 1938, came Mary Conn Cosby Penn, by
her attorney, and filed her bill in chancery against Irven M. Kel-
ler, Substituted Trustee under the last will and testament of
Abram T. Litchfield, and Emory & Henry College, a Corpo-
ration, which bill, the answer thereto, the depositions, and all
other material proceedings had in said cause are in the following
words and figures, to-wit:
ORIGINAL BILL
To the Honorable Walter H. Robertson, Judge of said Court:
Your complainant, Mary Conn Cosby Penn, respectfully
shows.
First: Your complainant's mother was Mrs. John D.
Cosby, nee Sue Litchfield, and she was a sister of Abram T.
Litchfield. Said Abram T. Litchfield was a resident of Clay
County, Missouri, and died testate on the 29 th day of March,
i 919. A duly certified copy of said decedent's will is hereto at-
tached marked "Exhibit Will of Abram T. Litch-
page 2 ] field", and made a part hereof and reference to the
same is hereby made.
Second: Section No. Five (5) of said will is as follows:
"5. I will and bequeath to my sister Mrs. John D. Cos-
by the sum of Two Thousand Dollars, in trust however, the
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interest only to be used in keeping in repair "Litchfield Hall"
on the campus of "Martha Washington College" for young
ladies located at Abingdon, Virginia, and being the property of
the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. If my sister should not
be living at my death, then said sum of Two Thousand Dollars
shall be paid to the trustees, curators, or other persons having the
legal management and control of said Martha Washington Col-
lege for young ladies, or who may be legally authorized to re-
ceive said trust fund, to be held and used for the purposes afore-
said."
But by codicil to said will said testator, among other things,
revoked Section No. 5 of said will, and also made Emma Reed
the residuary legatee so that the said sum of $2,000.00 which he
had bequeathed in trust under the terms of Section No. 5 there-
upon passed to said Emma Reed. However, said Emma Reed
voluntarily complied with Section No. 5 of said will and paid
over the sum of $2,000.00 to Mrs. John D. Cosby to be held in
trust and administered in accordance with said Section No. 5.
Said Trustee deposited said fund in the First National Bank of
Abingdon in a special account and said fund, to the amount of
$2,o8o.oo, was on deposit in said bank when it closed on or
about March 4, 1933. Said bank is being liquidated and to thi
date it has paid a total in dividends of 86 per cent of the
amounts on deposit. Said Mrs. John D. Cosby departed this
life intestate on or about the .... day of ....... 1921.
Third: On April 14, 1934, Irven M. Keller was substi-
tuted Trustee in lieu and stead of Mrs. John D. Cosby by order
entered by the Circuit Court of Washington County,
page 3] Virginia, and said Irven M. Keller duly qualified as
substituted trustee and has been and is now serving in
that capacity. Said substituted trustee now has on hand the
following:
(a) Note of Mary Conn Penn dated March 22, 1937,
for principal sum of $i 145.00 with 6 per cent interest from date.
(b) Note of Mary Conn Penn dated August 12, 1934,
for principal sum of $355.00, with 6 per cent interest from Sep-
tember 22, 1936.
Said notes either directly or indirectly constitute a first lien
on the residence property of your complainant situated on Val-
ley Street, Abingdon. Virginia.
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(c) Participation Certificate issued by Trustees Liquidat-
ing The First National Bank of Abingdon, for principal sum
of $1,040.00.
At the time of the death of Abram T. Litchfield, Martha
Washington College was being operated by Emory & Henry
College, a corporation, and said Martha Washington College
was owned by said corporation, as a school for young ladies and
pursuant to the terms of said will the income from said bequest
of $2,000.00 was paid to said college. On the . . . day of .....
1931, said Martha Washington College was discontinued as a
school for young ladies and from that date until the i 4 th day
of April, 1937, said college property was vacant and unused.
On or about the i 4 th day of April, 1937, said college property,
including said Litchfield Hall, was leased to Barnhill Hotel Cor-
poration. Prior to the lease to said Barnhill Hotel Corporation
said Martha Washington College property had been exempted
from taxation as educational property, but said property was
assessed for taxation as of the ist day of January, 1938, and tax-
es have been assessed against said property since that
page 4 ] date, because it is no longer educational property but
is commercial property.
Fourth: Your complainant is advised and accordingly al-
reges that the aforesaid trust created by Section No. 5 of said
Abram T. Litchfield's will was terminated and became null and
void as of the date said Martha Washington College was dis-
continued as a school for young ladies, and thereupon, said
trust fund of $2,000.00, together with any interest or income
therefrom accrued subsequent to that date reverted to the estate
of said testator, Abram T. Litchfield, and that the residuary
clause contained in the codicil to said will became operative' and
effective as to said fund and that it thereupon pased to and vest-
ed in said Emma Reed. Or if it does not pass under the will,
said fund reverted to said Emma Reed as the donor.
Said Emma Reed being the residuary legatee (or the donor)
and as such being the person entitled to receive the aforesaid trust
fund as hereinbefore set forth, has assigned and transferred the
same to your complainant by a written assignment, copy of
which is hereto attached marked "Exhibit Assignment of Emma
Reed" and made a part hereof, and reference to which is here-
by made. The original thereof will be duly presented to the
court or exhibited to any party in interest who desires to see it.
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THE PREMISES CONSIDERED, YOUR COMPLAIN-
ANT PRAYS:
(a) That said Irven M. Keller, Substituted Trustee under
the last will and testament of Abram T. Litchfield, deceased, and
Emory 8 Henry College, a corporation, be made parties defend-
ant hereto and required to answer this bill of complaint, but not
under oath, answer under oath being hereby expressly waived.
(b) That all necessary accounts be taken and references
had.
(c) That a decree be entered adjudging, ordering and
decreeing that the aforesaid trust established by Sec-
page 5 ] tion No. 5 of said will of Abram T. Litchfield, de-
ceased, or by said Emma Reed, has been terminated
and annulled by reason of the facts hereinbefore set forth, and
that said Irven M. Keller, substituted trustee, be ordered and di-
rected to pay and transfer and deliver to your complainant all
of said funds now in his hands as substituted trustee, and con-
sisting of money, notes, participation certificates, etc. to your
complainant.
That your complainant be granted such other, further and
more general relief as the nature of her case may require or to
equity may seem meet.
And your complainant will ever pray, etc.
MARY CONN COSBY PENN,
By Counsel.
THOS. C. PHILLIPS,
Counsel.
page 6 ] DEMURRER OF EMORY 8 HENRY
COLLEGE
Filed January i9, 1939
Now comes the defendant, Emory and Henry College, a
corporation, and files this its demurrer to the bill of complaint
in this cause, and the grounds for said demurrer are as follows:
I. The bill of complaint is insufficient in law and does
not entitle the complainant to the relief prayed for, or in fact to
any relief.
2. The bill shows on its face that there was a valid trust
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created, which said trust has been recognized by the parties to
this cause.
A trustee has been appointed with the knowledge, approval
and consent of the complainant, and the complainant has recog-
nized the trust, and is now estopped to deny same, and com-
plainant is without right to institute this suit.
3. The title to the trust property is in the trustee for the
uses set forth, and there has been a delivery of the trust prop-
erty to the trustee, and the trustee has exercised dominion and
control over same, and has administered same, and has actually
loaned the money, or a portion thereof, constituting the corpus
of the trust fund, to the complainant, and she has executed her
notes therefor, according to the allegations of the bill.
4. The said Emma Reed, according to the allegations of
the bill, has actually created the trust in accordance with the
purposes and intents set forth in the will of Abram T. Litchfield,
and she is without power to terminate the trust, or to assign the
corpus to the complainant, or any other person, and thereby
destroy the trust which has actually been created.
page 7 1 5. The trustee has not failed in any way.
6. The trust was created for the benefit of "Litchfield
Hall', which is located on the campus of Martha Washington
College for young ladies, Abingdon, Virginia, being the property
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South.
Litchfield Hall is still in existence, and is now owned by
an educational institution.
There is nothing in the will creating the trust requiring
Litchfield Hall to be used for educational purposes, and said
Litchfield Hall is now the property of the Methodist Episcopal
Church South as much so as it was when the trust was created
under the will of Abram T. Litchfield, or as much as it was
when any voluntary gift was made by the named donor, Emma
Reed, as set forth in the bill of complaint.
7. There is nothing in the will of Abram T. Litchfield
terminating the trust, and said trust was created for the pur-
poses set forth, namely: to be used for keeping and repairing
"Litchfield Hall', which is located on the campus of Martha
Washington College for young ladies, at Abingdon, Virginia,
same being the property of the Methodist Episcopal Church
South. There is no reverting clause mentioned. The trust is
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now in existence and has been recognized by the parties to this
suit, and where property has been donated to charitable uses,
neither the donor himself nor his heirs can ever reclaim it The
title to the funds was absolutely vested in a Trustee for charit-
able uses. The'assignment set forth in the bill is void, and in
the absence of provisions to the contrary, a gift to charity is
forever. There is no reverter to the heirs of the donors, the
said devisees and legatees under the will of the said Abram T.
Litchfield.
Emory and Henry College, a Corporation, has legal con-
trol and management of said Litchfield Hall, and is
page 8 1 the proper beneficiary to receive the income from
said fund, and has been actually receiving same for a
period of time.
For the foregoing and other reasons to be assigned at bar,
the defendant, Emory 3 Henry College, a Corporation, says
that the bill of complaint is not sufficient in law to entitle the
complainant to the relief prayed for, or in fact any relief.
EMORY AND HENRY COLLEGE,
a Corporation
By Counsel.
T. L. HUTTON,
Counsel.
See i i Corpus Juris 370-371 (page)
See Clark v. Oliver 91 Va. 421
Riggan's Adm. v. Riggan 93 Va. 78
page 9 ] DECREE
Entered February 24, 1939, C. 0. B. "Y", p. 40r
This cause came on this 24 th day of February, 1939, to be
heard upon the bill of complaint and exhibits filed therewith,
and upon the demurrer of Emory & Henry College, a corpora-
tion, to a bill of complaint filed on January 19, 1939, and was
argued by counsel.
And the court not heretofore being advised as to his de-
cision on said demurrer, took time to consider the same, and this
day came the complainant and asked leave to file an amended
and supplemental bill of complaint, and leave is hereby granted
and said amended and supplemental bill of complaint was there-
upon filed, and process may issue thereon.
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In the Circuit Court of Washington County.
Mary Conn Cosby Penn
vs AMENDED BILL OF COMPLAINT
Irven M. Keller, Substituted Trustee, et al
Filed February 24, 1939
To the Honorable Walter H. Robertson, Judge of said Court:
Your complainant, Mary Conn Cosby Penn, respectfully
shows:
FIRST: That heretofore, to-wit, on the i 3 th day of
December, 1938, your complainant filed her original bill of
complaint in this cause in your Honor's court, wherein Irven
M. Keller, Substituted Trustee under the last will and testament
of Abram T. Litchfield and Emory and Henry College, a corpo-
ration, were parties defendant. Said bill of complaint is hereby
made a part hereof to the same extent as though copied here in
haec verba, and reference to the same is hereby made.
SECOND: Subsequent to filing said bill of complaint,
your complainant is informed, and on information and belief
alleges that the trust fund therein mentioned, amounting to the
sum of $2,000.00, as therein stated, was advanced by Emma
Reed to be used for the purpose stated in the will of said Abram
T. Litchfield namely "the interest only to be used in keeping in
repair "Litchfield Hall" on the campus of "Martha Washington
College"-"; it was the intention of said Emma Reed for said
fund to be held in trust only so long as Martha Washington
College-was in existence and being used as a college
page i i ] for young ladies, and if and when said college should
be discontinucd as a college for young ladies, said
Emma Reed expected said fund to revert to her, or to her as-
signees. That is to say, said Emma Reed desired to perpetuate
the memory of the Litchfield family by establishing said trust
fund and having the income thereof used to maintain said Litch-
field Hall so long as it was part of and being used by Martha
Washington College as a college for young ladies. Neither
Emma Reed nor Abram T. Litchfield were in any wise interest-
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ed in maintaining a building known as Litchfield Hall, but be-
ing used as a part of a commercial hotel.
Said Emma Reed and Abram T. Litchfield considered it an
honor to the Litchfield family for a building upon the campus
of a woman's college to be named Litchfield Hall, and partic-
ularly did they so consider the matter in view of the fact that
the Litchfield family had taken an active interest in and had
rendered a great deal of assistance to said Martha Washington
College; for illustration, Sue Litchfield Cosby, who was the
mother of your complainant, Mary Conn Cosby Penn, was one
of the first four girls to register as students, and Bettie Cun-
ningham and her husband, W. G. Cunningham, daughter and
son-in-law respectively of George V. Litchfield, taught in the
college for many years, and all together ten grand-daughters
and two great grand-daughters attended Martha Washington
College, and George V. Litchfield, who emigrated to Abingdon
from Eastern Virginia, and who was the father of Abram T.
Litchfield, was interested in and attached to Martha Washing-
ton College and took an active part in founding it, and was a
member of its Board of Trustees until his death. Said Litch-
field Hall was named in honor principally of said George V.
Litchfield, and Rachel D. Litchfield, his wife, and
page i 2 ] to some extent also in honor of the entire Litch-
field family and in recognition of the assistance ren-
dered to the college by the Litchfield family. It was a great
disappointment to the Litchfield family when said MarthaWash-
ington College was discontinued as a college. Said Abram T.
Litchfield had no intention of creating a trust fund to main-
tain a building that was being used as a part of a commercial
hotel, and said Emma Reed had no intention to create a trust
fund to maintain a building that was being used as a part of a
commercial hotel and it is the belief of your complainant that
Abram T. Litchfield intended for said trust fund to revert to
his estate if and when said Martha Washington College was
discontinued 'as a college for young women, but your com-
plainant alleges that it was the distinct understanding and con-
dition upon which said Emma Reed advanced said fund as a
trust fund under the will of said Abram T. Litchfield that said
fund should revert to her, her heirs and aigns, if and when
said Martha Washington College was discontinued as a college
and said Litchfield Hall was no longer in use as a part of a col-
lege for young women. Said Abram T. Litchfield, and the en-
tire Litchfield family, had been for generations members of the
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Methodist Episcopal Church, and were devout and devoted
Methodists and said Martha Washington College was founded
by and under the auspices of the Methodist Church, and said
Abram T. Litchfield and said Emma Reed both felt that they
were assisting in the education of young women and also in the
education of young Methodist women who were especially pat-
rons of said Martha Washington College. When said college was
discontinued and the campus was commercialized, the purpose
for which said trust fund was set up thereupon failed and said
trust fund should revert to said Emma Reed and by reason of
her assignment, to your complainant.
page 13 ] THE PREMISES CONSIDERED, YOUR
COMPLAINANT PRAYS:
(a) That said Irven M. Keller, Substituted Trustee un-
der the last will and testament of Abram T. Litchfield, de-
ceased, and Emory and Henry College, a corporation, be made
parties defendant hereto and required to answer this bill of com-
plaint, but not under oath, answer under oath being hereby ex-
pressly waived.
(b) That all necessary accounts be taken and references
had.
(c) That said Irven M. Keller, Substituted Trustee, be
authorized and directed to pay and transfer and deliver to the
complainant all of the said funds, notes, etc., now in his hands,
and that it be adjudged and decreed that said trust has failed by
reason of the fact that said Martha Washington College has been
discontinued as a college for young women and has been com-
mercialized, and that said trust fund thereupon reverted to
Emma Reed the creator, and that it has been by her duly as-
signed to your complainant.
That your complainant be granted such other, further and
more general relief as the nature of her case may require or to
equity may seem meet. And your complainant will ever pray,
etc.
MARY CONN COSBY PENN,
By Counsel.
THOS. C. PHILLIPS,
Counsel
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Filed April 6, 19 3 9
Mary Conn Cosby Penn
VS.
Irven M. Keller, Substitute Trustee, c, and Emory
and Henry College, a corporation
Now comes the defendant, Emory and Henry College, a
corporation, and files this its demurrer to an amended and sup-
plemental bill of complaint, and the grounds for said demurrer
are as folows:
i. The supplemental bill of complaint is insufficient in
law and does not entitle the complainant to the relief prayed for,
or in fact to any relief.
2. The bill shows on its face that there was a valid trust
created, which said trust has been recognized by the parties to
this cause.
A trustee has been appointed with the knowledge, approv-
al and consent of the complainant, and the complainant has
recognized this trust, and now under all the facts and circum-
stances can not deny same or cause same to be terminated.
3. The title to the trust property is in the trustee for the
uses set forth, and there has been an actual delivery of the funds
to the trustee. The present trustee and his predecessors in of-
fice have recognized the trust and disbursed certain income from
the corpus of the fund to Emory and Henry College. This
course of conduct has been approved by complainant and the
donor or creator of said trust. The complainant has actually
recognized the trust by borrowing certain funds from the trustee
and executing her notes or other evidence of debt therefor.
4. The said Emma Reed according to the allegations of
the original bill, has actually created the trust in accordance with
the purposes and intents set forth in the will of Abram T. Litch-
field, and the donor is without power to terminate
page 15 3 the trust or to assign the corpus thereof to the com-
plainant, or any other person, and thereby destroy
the trust which has been actually created.
5. The trust has not failed-in any manner.
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6. The trust was originally created for the benefit of
Litchfield Hall, which is in fact located on the campus of Mar-
tha Washington College of Abingdon, Virginia, which said col-
lege is the property of the Methodist Episcopal Church South.
Litchfield Hall is now in existence, and in fact owned by
an educational institution. The original bill states that the
trust was created in accordance with the expressed desire and in-
tent of Abram T. Litchfield as set forth in his will. The sup-
plemental bill sets forth that it was not the intention of said
Emma Reed to create a trust for the benefit of some commercial
institution. The allegations in the supplemental bill are in di-
rect conflict with the allegations and averments in the original
bill. The complainant can not take an inconsistent position.
She has elected to assert her claim based on the allegations of the
original bill which states in substance that the trust was created
in accordance with the intention as expressed in the will of said
Abram T. Litchfield. She can not now be permitted to state or
to set up an entirely different cause of action wholly inconsis-
tent to the allegations in the original bill.
7. The bill on its face shows that the present trustee,
Irven M. Keller was appointed to administer the trust, and the
said trustee with the knowledge of the complainant actually
made disbursements to Emory &4 Henry College. There is noth-
ing in the bill or supplemental bill which permits the complain-
ant to terminate the trust which has been recognized by the par-
ties of this suit and where property has been donated to charit-
able uses, neither the donor himself nor his heirs can ever re-
claim it. The title to the funds was absolutely vested in the
trustee for charitable uses. The assignment set forth in the
bill is void, and in the absence of provisions to the
page i6 1 contrary, a gift to charity is forever. There is no
reverter to the heirs of the donors, and the com-
plainant has no interest in the corpus of said fund or the in-
come therefrom, and is not a proper party plaintiff and has no
legal or equitable right to maintain this suit for the termination
of said trust fund. The demurrer should be sustained and the
suit should be dismissed at the complainant's cost.
EMORY 8 HENRY COLLEGE,
a Corporation
By Counsel
T. L. HUTTON
Counsel
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page 17 1 DECREE
Entered April 28, 1939, C. 0. B. "Y", p. 448
This cause was submitted to the court in term time upon
the papers heretofore read and upon the demurrer filed Jan-
uary 19, 1939, to the original bill and the demurrer filed April
6, 1939, by Emory and Henry College, to the amended and sup-
plemental bill and was argued by counsel.
And the court not being advised of his decision on said
demurrers, took time to consider and now having maturely con-
sidered the same, is of opinion that said demurrers should be
overruled, and it is hereby adjudged, ordered and decreed that
said demurrers be, and they are hereby overruled, without preju-
dice to said respondent, Emory and Henry College, to file its
answer herein, if it be so advised.
To W. Y. C. White, Clerk:
Enter this decree.
Walter H. Robertson, Judge.
page i8 ] In the Circuit Court of Washington County, Vir-
ginia.
Mary Conn Cosby Penn
vs ANSWER
Irven M. Keller, Substituted Trustee, Zdc., and
Emory d Henry College, a corporation
Filed October 5, 1939
THE ANSWER OF EMORY AND HENRY COLLEGE
TO A BILL OF COMPLAINT AND AMENDED BILL OF
COMPLAINT FILED AGAINST SAID COLLEGE AND
OTHERS BY MARY CONN COSBY PENN.
This respondent, reserving unto itself the benefit of all
just exceptions to the bill of complaint and amended bill of com-
plaint, for answer thereto, or to so much thereof as it deems it
necessary and material it should answer, answers and says:
ANSWER TO ORIGINAL BILL OF COMPLAINT
FIRST: Respondent is not advised as to all the allega-
tions in the first section of the bill, and for lack of information
deny same. It is true, according to belief, that Abram T. Litch-
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field died testate in the year i9i9, and what purports to be
copy of his will is attached to the bill. However, this respon-
dent is not advised as to whether or not the copy is true and
correct.
SECOND: Respondent says that it is advised that Ab-
ram T. Litchfield left a will, and a purported copy of same is
attached to the bill in this case. Section Five of the will is cor-
rect if the will itself is a true and correct copy. It is also true
that the trust was created and is now in existence, and the sum
of $2,000.00 was paid to Mrs. John D. Cosby. It is also true
that Emory and Henry College has received certain income from
said trust fund, which trust was established for the
page i9 ] benefit of "Litchfield Hall', located on the campus
of Martha Washington College, Abingdon, Vir-
ginia. The other allegations in Section Two of the bill are de-
nied for lack of information.
THIRD: According to information and belief, Irvin M.
Keller was substituted trustee in the lieu and stead of Mrs. John
D. Cosby, in the Circuit Court of Washington County, Vir-
ginia, and on motion of Mary Conn Penn, complainant. This
order was entered on the 14 th of April, 1934. It is also true
that Emory and Henry College assumed certain obligations of
Martha Washington College, and is the owner of Martha Wash-
ington College. It is also true that Martha Washington Col-
lege has not been occupied as a school for some little period of
time, and certain property, including "Litchfield Hall", is now
leased to Barnhill Hotel Corporation.
FOURTH: The allegations as set forth in Section Four
are denied, and this respondent expressly denies that the trust
originally created by the will of Abram T. Litchfield has been
terminated, or is null and void, and respondent further denies
that the present complainant has any right to institute this suit;
that she has no interest in the funds as a matter of law; that
the assignment attached to the original bill is void insofar as it
undertakes to transfer or vest any interest in said $2,000.00, or
the income therefrom, to the present complainant. Respon-
de nt sayson the other hand it is the beneficiary of said fund
and is entitled to receive the income therefrom; that it is the
present owner of "Litchfield Hall"; that Emory and Henry
College is a co-educational college, located at Emory, a distance
of about ten miles from Abingdon, Virginia; that Martha Wash-
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ington College was formerly used as a school for girls, and was
owned by the Methodist Episcopal Church; Emory and Henry
College is also a school for girls as well as boys, and is likewise
owned by the same institution, to-wit: Methodist Episcopal
Church; that the trust has not failed; that the pres-
page 20 ] ent complainant is not entitled to any interest in
said fund, and it was on her own motion, according
to the belief of this respondent, that the present trustee was ap-
pointed by the court to administer said trust; that complain-
ant borrowed certain of the funds, according to the allegations
of the bill, from said trustee, and the court order, appointing
Irvin M. Keller, substitute trustee, entered on April 14, 1934,
shows that this motion was made by Mary Conn Penn, and
that order recites, among other things, that Irvin M. Keller is
appointed substitute trustee under the will of Abram T. Litch-
field in the place and stead of Mrs. John D. Cosby, deceased,
and under section five of said will, the sum of $2,000.00 was
bequeathed the said trustee, in trust, the interest only to be used
in keeping in repair "Litchfield Hall", on th? campus of Martha
Washington College. Respondent says it is advised that com-
plainant is estopped to assert any interest in said funds, and as
a matter of law is not entitled to maintain this suit, and that
Emory and Henry College, this respondent, is the proper party
to receive the income from said funds, all in accordance with
the intention as expressed in the fifth clause of the will of the
said Abram T. Litchfield.
AMENDED BILL OF COMPLAINT
FIRST: Respondent says it is true that complainant fil-
ed her original bill on the I 3 th of December, 1938.
SECOND: The allegations in the second section of the
bill are contradictory to certain allegations in the original bill.
The original bill states, among other things, that Emma Reed
voluntarily complied with Section No. Five of said will of Ab-
ram T. Litchfield, and paid over the sum of $2,000.00 to be
held by Mrs. John D. Cosby in trust, and administered in ac-
cordance with Section No. 5, whereas the amended bill states it
was the intention of Emma Reed that said funds be held in trust
so long as Martha Washington College was in ex-
page 2 i ] istence and used as a College for young women.
Respondent denies the allegations in the amended
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bill and states it is advised complainant should not be permitted
to assume an inconsistent position or a position different from
that taken in the original bill of complaint, and as a matter of
law is estopped to do so. Respondent denies that the present
complainant has any right to institute this suit, and that the
title to said fund is in the present substituted trustee for the
use and benefit of Emory and Henry College, this respondent,
to be used in accordance with the intention of the donor as set
forth in the fifth clause of said will set out in the original bill,
and it was the intention of the donor of said fund to give ef-
fect to the provisions in the will of the said Abram T. Litch-
field, and the donor has no interest in the funds, the title there-
to being in the substituted trustee, and the donor does not have
any power, by assignment or otherwise, to transfer title to said
funds to the present complainant, and this complainant has no
interest in the corpus of said fund or the income therefrom.
It was on complainant's motion that the substitute trustee
was appointed, and the order appointing said substitute trustee
states in substance that Emory and Henry College, this respon-
dent, is the owner of Martha Washington College, Abingdon,
Virginia, same being the only one interest in the trust created
under the aforesaid will, and the court appointed the said Irvin
M. Keller as substitute trustee in the will aforesaid in the place
and stead of Mrs. John D. Cosby, deceased, under section 5 of
said will, whereby the sum of $2,000.00 was bequeathed to the
said deceased trustee, in trust. The order further stated that
the trustee was to act thereunder and in accordance with the
terms thereof, and was liable to all the duties and obligations
of trustee as conferred and imposed by said will.
page 22 ] This motion was made by the present complainant
and the court acted on said motion, and according
to the original bill complainant has borrowed certain funds
from the substituted trustee, and complainant should not be
permitted, so respondent avers, to maintain this suit, as she has
no interest in the subject matter of same.
Respondent is not advised as to all the other allegations in
the amended bill, and for lack of information deny same, and
require strict proof thereof, but states to the court it is advised
that the trust is not terminated, that Mary Conn Cosby Penn,
the complainant, is not a party in interest; that it, as the owner
of "Litchfield Hall", is entitled to receive the proceeds from said
trust for the purposes set forth in the will of the said Abram
T. Litchfield; that the trustee has actual title to the corpus of
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the funds; the present complainant has recognized the trust,
and certain income has been paid to Emory and Henry College,
beneficiary under said trust, with the knowledge, approval and
consent of the said complainant, and the complainant has ac-
tually recognized the trust by borrowing certain funds from the
trustee and executing her notes or other evidence of debt there-
for; that the said Emma Reed, according to the allegations in
the original bill, has paid the trustee in accordance with the in-
tent and purposes set forth in the will of Abram T. Litchfield,
and she is without power to change the trust in any manner;
the trust has not failed in any manner; "Litchfield Hall" is now
in existence, and in fact is owned by an educational institution,
and respondent here expressly denies all the allegations not here-
inbefore admitted or denied.
And now having fully answered respondent prays to be
hence dismissed with its costs, ZLc.
EMORY AND HENRY COLLEGE,
a Corporation
By Counsel
T. L. HUTTON, p. d.
page 23 ] VIRGINIA:
Filed November 28, 1939
In the Circuit Court of Washington County.
ANSWER OF I. M. KELLER. Substituted Trustee
Mary Conn Cosby Penn
VS.
I. M. Keller, Substituted Trustee, et al.
For answer to the bill of complaint and amended bill of
complaint filed in this cause against him by Mary Conn Cosby
Penn, this respondent answers and says:
First: This respondent was appointed trustee on the 14 th
day of April, 1934, by the Circuit Court of Washington Coun-
ty, as is more fully and at large set forth in a copy of the order
hereto attached marked "Exhibit No. i" and made a part hereof,
Second: This respondent now has in his custody and
possession the following notes, certificate and money on de-
posit, namely:
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(a) Note made by Mary Conn Penn and dated October
12, 1934, for the principal sum of $355.00, with interest from
September 23, 1936, and endorsed by J. G. Penn.
(b) Note dated March 22, 1937, for the principal sum
of $1 145.oo and made by Mary Conn Penn and J. G. Penn.
The foregoing notes are secured by a lien against the resi-
dence property of the makers, situated in Abingdon, Virginia.
(c) $ ........ on deposit in ..........
page 24 ] (d) Certificate issued by W. W. Webb, et al,
Trustees Liquidating The First National Bank of
Abingdon, for the principal sum of $1,040.00, which is subject
to a credit for all dividends heretofore paid by the Trustees, and
on which there will probably be a dividend yet paid in the
amount of from 5 per cent to i o per cent.
This respondent is not advised as to the truth or falsity of
the allegations of complaint in the bill of complaint and amend-
ed bill of complaint, and neither admits nor denies the same,
but where said allegations are material, this respondent calls for
strict proof thereof.
Respondent prays the assistance and direction of the court
as to the proper course to be followed by him, and as to the
proper distribution of the funds which he has in his custody as
hereinbefore set forth.
And now having fully answered said bill of complaint and
amended bill of complaint, this respondent prays to be hence
dismissed with his reasonable costs in this behalf expended.'
I. M. KELLER, Substituted Trustee
By Counsel
THOS. C. PHILLIPS,
Counsel.
page 25 ] EXHIBIT NO. i
In the Circuit Court of Washington County.
In the Matter of Substitution of a Trustee
under the will of Abram T. Litchfield, de-
ceased.
This day came Mary Conn Penn, by counsel, and moved
the Court to appoint Irvin M. Keller as Trustee in the room
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and stead of Mrs. John D. Cosby, deceased, and who was Trus-
tee under the will of Abram T. Litchfield, deceased, dated May
22, 1915, duly probated in the Probate Court of Clay County,
Missouri.
ON CONSIDERATION WHEREOF, it appearing to the
Court that said Mary Conn Penn, and Emory &4 Henry College,
a Corporation, which is the owner of Martha Washington Col-
lege of Abingdon, Virginia, are the persons interested in the
execution of the trust under the aforesaid will, and that said
Mrs. John D. Cosby, the sole Trustee under Section Five (5) of
the said will, has died and that reasonable notice of this motion
has been givent to the proper parties, the Court doth adjudge,
order and decree that the said Irvin M. Keller be, and he is hereby
appointed and substituted as Trustee in the will aforesaid, in
the place and stead of said Mrs. John D. Cosby, deceased, under
Section 5 of the aforesaid will, whereby the sum of $2,000.00
was bequeathed to said deceased Trustee, in trust however, the
interest only to be used in keepingin repair "Litchfield Hall"
on the campus of "Martha Washington College", to act there-
under and in accordance with the terms thereof, and with all
the powers, rights and privileges, and liable to all the duties and
obligations of Trustee as conferred and imposed by said will.
And it appearing to the court that said fund is now on deposit
in the First National Bank of Abingdon, Virginia, and that
said bank is being operated by a conservator, and that plans of
reorganization are being perfected, whereby a por-
page 26 ] tion of its deposits will be available in the near fu-
ture, said Trustee shall receive said fund as it is
made available, and shall invest the same in accordance with the
laws governing investments of fiduciaries in this Common-
wealth, and out of said funds shall pay the cost of this proceed-
ing.
But before acting hereunder said substituted trustee shall
execute bond in the Clerk's Office of this Court, conditioned ac-
cording to law, in the penalty of $i,ooo.oo.
page 27 ] DEPOSITION OF EMMA REED
Filed June 21, 1939
The deposition of Emma Reed taken at her residence at
Rockhill Manor, Forty-third and Locust Streets, Kansas City,
Missouri, pursuant to notice hereto attached, on the 5th day of
Penn vs. Keller, Trustee, et al.
Emma Reed
June, 1939, between the hours of io:oo A. M. and 4:00 P.
M., to be read as evidence on behalf of the complainant in the
chancery cause now pending in the Circuit Court of Washington
County, Virginia, wherein Mary Conn Cosby Penn is complain-
ant and Emory & Henry College, a corporation, and Irven M.
Keller, Substituted Trustee, are defendants.
PRESENT:
W. J. Carroll, of counsel for complainant,
Frank P. Barker, of counsel for defendants.
The first witness, EMMA REED, having been duly sworn,
deposes and says:
DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. W. J. Carroll:
Q. i Your name is Emma Reed?
A. Emma Reed, yes.
Q. 2 And you live here
A. At the Rockhill Manor.
Q. 3 This is at Forty-third Street and Locust?
A. Yes; 4235 Locust.
Q. 4 Kansas City, Missouri?
A. Yes.
Q. 5 And you are a sister in law of Abram T. Litch-
field?
A. Yes.
page 28 ] Q. 6 Where did Mr. Litchfield die, at the time
of his death?
A. In Liberty, right in his home there.
Q. 7 Liberty, Missouri?
A. Yes.
Q. 8 Were you a residuary beneficiary under his will?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. 9 Miss, Reed, you knew that by his last will that Mr.
Litchfield had originally provided a bequest of $2,000.00 to
Mrs. John D. Cosby, his sister, in trust, the interest only of
which was to be used in keeping in repair "Litchfield Hall" on
the campus of Martha Washington College, an educational in-
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stitution for young ladies located at Abingdon, Virginia?
A. Yes.
Q. i o And being the property of the Methodist Epis-
copal Church, South-you knew that, Miss Reed?
A. Oh, yes, I knew all about that.Q. i i And you also knew that by a codicil to his will,
Mr. Litchfield revoked that bequest?
A. Yes; and then I let them have it. I don't know
whether I signed the check or Mr. John S. Major did. I signed
some checks.
Q. 12 Now, out of the property which came to you un-
der Mr. Litchfield's will, you took $2,000.00 which, as you say,
you let them have; that is to say, you sent it back there to
whom?
A. I don't remember.
Q. i3 Did you instruct Mr. Major to do that?
A. Yes. We talked it over and thought that was the
thing to do. He handled it.
Q. i4 What was your purpose in sending it back
page 29 ] there? Why did you do that, Miss Reed?
A. Because she asked me for it.
Q. i5 No.
A. Why, I just thought it was a nice thing to do, and
it would perpetuate Mr. Litchfield's name; I mean the whole
Litchfield family.
Q., 16 You intended by that to give effect to the pro-
vision which Mr. Litchfield had originally put in his will?
A. Yes.
Q. 17 For the benefit of "Lichfield Hall"?
A. Yes.
Q. i8 Do you remember what year that was, or about
what year?
A. Well, he died in March, 1919.
Q. i9 About i919?
A.' Yes; just a little while after the Armistice was signed.
Q. 20 You, yourself, signed no trust agreement in writ-
ing, did you?'
, A. No, I don't think I did. If Mr. Major asked me to, I
did, but I don't remember.
Q. 21 You don't recall it?
A. No.
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Q. 22 Now, was it your intention to perpetuate the
Litchfield name in Abingdon in any manner other than through
its association with this college?
Mr. Parker:
I object to that question as leading and suggestive.
A. No.
Q. 23 Was there, to your knowledge, a "Litchfield Hall"
on that campus at the time of Mr. Litchfield's death?
page 30 ] A. Why, I suppose so, I don't know. Of course
there was.
Q. 24 There was?
A. Now, really, I don't know.
Q. 25 Miss Reed, were you aware of the existence of the
Emory & Henry College.
A. I know there was such a college but I don't know a
thing about it.
Q. 26 Were you aware that that college operated the
Martha Washington College?
A. No. I don't know anything about it.
Q. 27 Why did you not provide this $2,000.00 fund for
the benefit of the Emory & Henry College?
A. Mr. Litchfield never mentioned the Emory Zd Henry
College.
Q. 28 Do you know why he added the codicil to his will
revoking this provision for the $2,000.o0 trust fund for "Litch-
field Hall"?
A. No, sir.
Q. 29 You do not?
A. No, sir.
Q. 3o Did Mr. Litchfield ever mention the use of "Litch-
field Hall' as a hotel or for other commercial purposes?
A. 'No,; college or school, I don't know what you call it.
Q. 3I Why did you not request that your name be at-
tached to this fund instead of the Litchfield name?
A. Well, I never thought about it. I was just carrying
out his wishes.
Q. 32 Will you tell us briefly just what your connection
and association with the Litchfield family was prior
page 3 ] to the death of Mr. Litchfield?
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A. He was my brother-in-law. He had married
my sister.
Q. 33 Did you live with the family?
A. Partly.
Q. 34 For what length of time?
A. Well, I don't know; oh, five or six years, I guess.
Q. 35 Was that when you were a young girl?
A. Yes.
Q. 36 You knew Mr. Abram Litchfield quite well, of
course?
A. I guess I did. He was like a father to me. My sister
was like a mother to me. See, she was only my half sister.
Q. 37 What did you intend at the time that you used
this $2,000.00 to create this trust?,-
A. I didn't create it.
Q. 38 Well, you sent it back-as you say, you let them
have it?
A. Just because it said so in the will. He wanted it to
go to "Litchfield Hall' and I paid no attention to it.
Q. 39 And your sole reason for letting them have it was
to carry out the intention expressed in his will?
A. Yes.
Q. 40 And no other?
A. That is right.
Mr. Carroll:
I think that is all.
CROSS EXAMINATION
By Mr. Frank P. Barker:
Q. 4i Miss Reed, as I understand, Mrs. Abram T. Litch-
field was Miss Irene Reed; that is correct?
A. Yes.
page 32 ] Q. 42 And she was your half sister?
A. Yes.
Q. 43 Your father was married twice?"
A. Yes.
Q. 44 And he lived in Missouri, I suppose, or this sec-
tion of the country. The Reeds came from this section of the
country?
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A. Originally, a long time ago, he came from Kentucky;
and he lived in Denver a long time, my father did.
Q. 45 At the time that Mr. Abram Litchfield married
Miss Irene Reed-
A. (interrupting) She was Mrs. Dougherty at that time.
Q. 46 (continuing)-where were they living at that
time?
A. In Denver.
Q. 47 Was Mrs. Dougherty living in Denver at that
time?
A. She came out there after her husband's death, to be
with her father and family.
Q. 48 And Mr. Litchfield came back to Kansas City and
lived at Liberty, Missouri?
A. Yes.
Q. 49 And I believe he was a banker?
A. Yes, the Watkins bank.
Q. 5o And also owned considerable farming land in
Clay County?
A. He collected that after he was out of the bank.
Q. 51 I further understand that Mr. Abram Litchfield
came from Abingdon, Virginia?
A. Yes.
Q. 52 And he had several sisters and brothers, I
page 33 ] take it, one sister being Miss Sue Litchfield, later
Mrs. John B. Cosby, of Abingdon?
A. Yes.
Q. 53 And Mrs. Cosby had only one child and she is
Mary Conn Cosby Penn, as I understand it?
A. Yes.
Q. 54 The Litchfields were all great Methodists, weren't
they, Miss Reed?
A. Yes, all of them were Methodists.
Q .55 Were the Reeds Methodists or Presbyterians?
A. No. We were Presbyterians.
Q. 56 Mr. Litchfield, I think, died in March, 1919?
A. Yes.
Q. 57 At that time were you living at Liberty with the
Litchfields?
A. No.
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Q. 58 Where were you living then?
A. Right here in this house. You see, Mr. Seegar had a
home over on Troost Avenue and-he had a home over on
Troost Avenue and I lived over there awhile.
Q. 59 And did you live with the Seegars for some time?
A. Yes.
Q. 6o May I ask you to state how old you are, Miss
Reed?
A. No. I am too old to be living. I am not going to tell
you. I am old enough to die and haven't died.
Q. 6 1 How long have you been unable to walk, which
you mentioned to me awhile ago?
A. It was the ioth day of May, last year.
Q. 62 Did an accident befall you then?
page 34 ] A. No. I had some treatments from the doctor.
Q. 63 And since that time you have been more or
less confined to your home?
A. I have never been out of this room, outside of being
in that room there (indicating).
Q. 64 Does someone live here with you?
A. My niece, and she is going to California today; that
is why I have been crying.
Q. 65 Mr. Abram T. Litchfield, of course, was a good
deal older than you?
A. Yes.
Q. 66 And of course his wife, your sister, was older?
A. Oh, yes, she was old enough to be my mother.
Q. 67 I notice that in 1932, July 29, 1932, you made
an assignment to Mrs. Penn of all your interest in this $2,000.00
that was held in trust?
A. Yes.
Q. 68 Will you tell how you happened to make that as-
signment?
A. Because she asked me to.
Q. 69 Did she write you a letter?
A. She wrote me a letter.
Q. 70 And I believe you said you haven't got that letter
now?
A. No, I haven't.
Q. 71 And what did she say about it at that time?
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A. She said that "Martha Washington is not a girl's
school any more; and that $2,000.00 cannot be used," and I
thought she had it in the bank. I didn't know she had it, and
she said if she could get that-I don't remember just
page 35 ] how she asked me-and I said, "If you can get that
money you can have it." That is all, and that was
the end of it. If I had known this stuff was coming up I would
never have said it.
Q. 72 Would you look at this sheet, Miss Reed (hand-
ing paper to witness) . That is a copy of that paper and I ask
you to read it and see if you can recognize it as a copy. It is an
exhibit entitled "Assignment of Emma Reed" attached to the
original complaint in this suit.
A. Yes; I signed that assignment.
Q. 73 Miss Reed, I notice from paragraph 3 of the orig-
inal complaint that Mrs. Mary Cormn Penn personally has
$ 145.00 of this money for which she has given her note, and
that the note is a first lien on her residence in Dallas Street, Ab-
ingdon, Virginia. Did you know that?
A. Not a thing about it.
Q. 74 When you signed an affidavit sometime this year,
did you know that Mrs. Penn had this money invested in her
own residence?
A. No.
Q. 75 Did she ever at any time tell you she had any part
of the money and was using it herself?
A. No.
Q. 76 Miss Reed, the Martha Washington College was
the college for young ladies, as I understand it-at Abingdon?
A. That is what I understood.
Q. 77 When you made this assignment of this $2,000.00
over to Mrs. Penn, did she tell you that at that time and for a
long time prior to that, that the Emory &4 Henry College had
owned and operated the Martha Washington College?
A. No.
page 36 ] Q. 78 Did you know at the time you made an
affidavit this year, in 1939, that the Emory &% Henry
Colleg was a co-educational school and that girls that formerly
went to Martha Washington could now go to Emory & Henry?
A. No.
Q. 79 Did Mrs. Penn at any time tell you that both the
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Martha Washington College and the Emory & Henry College
were owned by the Methodist Episcopal Church, South?
A. No. I knew they were, but she never mentioned it.
Q. 8o The Litchfields were people that were very much
interested in the education of young women, were they not?
A. I guess so.
Q. 8 i Some of them had been teachers in the Martha
Washington School, had they not?
A. I don't know.
Q. 82 But is it not a fact that Mr. Abram Litchfield was
interested in schools for young women?
A. Not especially.
Q. 83 Don't you think he was interested in the Martha
Washington College because it was a college for young women?
A. No; just because it was in Abingdon.
Q. 84 You think it was just because it was in Abingdon?
A. That is what I think.
Q. 85 You, personally, Miss Reed, in making this gift of
$2,ooo.o0 back in I92i-did you have in mind at all that it
was being used for a school for young women for educational
purposes?
A. Yes.
Q. 86 Did it make any difference to you whether the
money was used for the upkeep of a building or for
page 37 1 general educational purposes for young women?
A. I thought it was to perpetuate the Litchfield
name.
Q. 87 Then your idea was, really, to carry out the in-
tention of Mr. Litchfield, as expressed in his will?
A. That is it.
Q. 88 You didn't consider that you were individually
doing anything about it except carrying out his will?
A. Not a thing.
Q. 89 Miss Reed, did you know at the time you made
this affidavit in March of this year that the Emory & Henry
College had assumed the debts of the Martha Washington Col-
lege and paid a good deal of them and taken over the property?
A. No.
Q. 9o When you made the assignment of this $2,000.00
to Mrs. Penn in 1932, did she tell you then that the Emory Z4
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Henry College owned the Martha Washington College?
A. No.
Q. 9i Did she tell you that Emory 8 Henry intended to
make itself a co-educational school?
A. No.
Q. 92 I believe you said she told you at that time that
the money could not be used any more?
A. Yes; because there was no Litchfield College..
Q. 93 Martha Washington College?
A. Martha Washington College.
Q. 94 When you had Mr. Major send this $2,000.00 to
Mrs. Cosby back in 19 19, or soon after the death of Mr. Litch-
field, did you ever expect to get it back at that time?
A. No. I never thought about it. It never oc-
page 38 ] curred to me. You don't need to put this down.
Mr. Parker:
Yes; put it down. That is all right.
A. (continuing) I never thought about it one way or the
other. I had forgotten all about the $2,000.00 until she told me
it couldn't be used for "Litchfield Hall" because there was no
college, and could she have it, and I said "Yes", but I said,
"Don't bother me about it."
Q. 95 Miss Reed, would you feel satisfied about the use
of this money if the Emory U Henry College furnishes as ade-
quate accomodations for young women going to school at
Emory & Henry, as a co-educational school, as that received at
Martha Washington?
A. No. I wanted Mary Penn to have it because she
needs it and asked me for it, and I don't want anything else. I
am not interested in that.
Mr. Parker.
I will have the reporter mark this.
(The document above referred to was marked as Defen-
dant's Emory U Henry College Exhibit No. i, for identification)
Q. 96 (By Mr. Barker) Miss Reed, on February 20,
1939, you signed an affidavit to this paper that a notary public
brought out to you?
A. Yes.
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Q. 97 I think the notary was a Mr. Hinde. This paper,
which the notary has marked as Defendant Emory 1& Henry
Exhibit No. i, is a copy of that affidavit. I want to ask you,
do you know who prepared the affidavit for your signature?
A. No. She said a lawyer prepared it in Abingdon.
Q. 98 And sent it to you?
A. She sent it to me.
page 39 1 Q. 99 That is, Mrs. Penn sent it to you?
A. Yes.
Q. ioo And asked you to sign it?
A. Yes; and Mr. Huselton brought out this man, who-
ever he was.
Q. i oi Mr. Howard Huselton came out here to your
room?
A. Yes, and brought this man with him.
Q. 102 And he brought Mr. Hinde, the notary public?
A. I don't know. He just said he was a notary public.
Q. 1o3 And asked you to sign it?
A. Yes.
Q. 104 And you hadn't seen it before that time?
A. No. I read it and know what I was signing-that
money back to Mary Conn, because she asked me for it.
Q. 105 How many times has Mrs. Penn been here in
Kansas City?
A. Here in Kansas City?
Q. 1o6 Yes.
A. Once, before she was married.
Q. 107 Have you seen her since?
A. No.
Q. io8 About how many years ago has that been?
A. It was during the first California Fair. I think that
is where she went.
Mr. Carroll:
1916, I think it was.
Q. 109 (By Mr. Parker) That was before Mr. Abram
Litchfield's death?
A. Oh' yes.
Q. i i o I believe you said you didn't know until I
page 40 1 told you today that Emory ?4 Henry Henry Col-
lege was a co-educational school?
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A. No, I didn't know anything about it.
Q. III And not until you saw the original complaint
which I showed you in this case did you know that Mrs. Penn
had some of this money invested in her own residence?
A. I didn't know it until just now.
Mr. Barker:
I believe that is all.
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Carroll:
Q. I I 2 Miss Reed, in addition to the assignment which
you just read, made in 1932, you executed another one in Febru-
ary of this year, 1939, did you not?
A. Yes.
Q. I 3 To correct some error or omission in the earlier
one?
A. That is what I understand.
Q. i 14 Now, at the time Mrs. Penn asked you if she
might have this $2,000.00 fund, would it have made any dif-
ference to you had you known of the co-educational character
of the Emory & Henry College?
A. No.
Q. 1 15 Or its connection with the Martha Washington
College?
A. No.
Q. I I6 Did you ever have any communication from the
Emory &4 Henry College relative to this fund?
A. No, not until he came this morning (indicating Mr.
Barker).
Q. I I 7 You had not, until Mr. Barker talked to you
this morning?
A. That is right.
Q. Ii 18 Did it make any difference to you how
page 41 ] this fund was invested, that is, whether it was in-
vested in Mrs. Penn's residence or in any other form?
A. I never thought about it.
Q. II9 You never thought about it?
A. I thought it was in the bank and she would get the
money. I didn't know she already had it.
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Q. I 2o But you wanted the Martha Washington Col-
lege to have just the income from that money?
A. Yes, of course, as long as it was a college.
Q. I2I Miss Reed, you were asked if you knew of the
financial arrangements between the Emory and Henry Col-
lege and the Martha Washington College, the assumption of
liabilities and the payment of them by the Emory 1& Henry
College-was it your intention that any part of this $2,000.00
fund, or the income from it, should be used for the payment of
Martha Washington College obligations?
A. No.
Mr. Carroll:
I think that is all.
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION
By Mr. Barker:
Q. 122 If they would use the income from this money
to keep up a building for the girls at Emory and move the girls
from Abingdon over to Emory, would that be satisfactory to
you?
A. No. I gave it to Mary Penn and she has it and that
ends it. She can do as she pleases about that.Q. 123 Then as I understand, your intention at the time
you sent the $2,000.00, or had Mr. Major send the $2,000.00
to Mrs. Cosby, was to have it used just like Mr. Abram Litch-
field said it was to be used in his will?
A. Yes.
page 42 ] Mr. Barker:
That is all.
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Carroll:
Q. 1 24 The Emory Z_ Henry College have never offer-
ed to maintain a "Litchfield Hall' at that institution from this
fund, have they?
A. I don't know anything about that.
Q. 125 They never communicated any such proposal to
you?
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A. No. I don't know what they are doing. All I know
about the Emory 1& Henry is that Mary Penn wrote in this let-
ter-she wrote several letters-that "Emory 1 Henry are trying
to get the money that you said you gave to me", and I said
"Emory & Henry have no right to get that money, so you get it."
Mr. Carroll:
That is all.
Mr. Barker:
That is all.
,/s/ EMMA REED.
page 43 ] In the Circuit Court of Washington County, Vir-
ginia.
Mary Conley Cosby Penn, Complainant,
VS.
Irvin M. Keller, Substituted Trustee, and Emory
and Henry College, Defendant.
DEPOSITION FOR COMPLAINANT
Filed September 5, 1939
The deposition of MARY CONLEY COSBY PENN, tak-
en at the office of Thos. C. Phillips, Attorney, at Abingdon,
Washington County, Virginia, on Wednesday, the 2nd day of
August, 1939, by agreement of the parties, by counsel, to be
read as evidence in behalf of the complainant in a certain suit in
chancery now depending in the Circuit Court of Washington
County, Virginia, wherein Mary Conley Cosby Penn, is com-
plaihant, and Irvin M. Keller, Substituted Trustee, are defen-
dants.
PRESENT:
Thos. C. Phillips, Esq., counsel for complainant;
T. L. Hutton, Esq., counsel for defendants.
The witness MARY CONLEY COSBY PENN, having
been first duly sworn, deposes and says:
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DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Phillips:
Q. i Please state your age and place of residence?
A. Well, I am 6 1 years old, and my place of resi-
page 44 ] dence is Abingdon, Virginia.
Q. 2 Mrs. Penn, what relation are you to Ab-
ram T. Litchfield who is now deceased?
A. I am his own niece.
Q. 3 Who was his father?
A. His father was George Victor Litchfield.
Q. 4 Your Mother I believe was a daughter of said
George Victor Litchfield?
A. Yes.
Q. 5 And she was of course then a full sister to Abram
T. Litchfield?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. 6 How many children did George Victor Litchfield
have?
A. Eleven.
Q. 7 And where was his residence?
A. One mile east of Abingdon.
Q. 8 I believe that is the house or residence now occupied
by Mr. Minnick?
A. Yes.
Q. 9 On the road to the Walden settlement?
A. Don't call it that: it's a road-all that was the old
Litchfield property.
Q. i o Say it was on the road leading east from Abing-
don?
A. Yes, that sounds better.
Q. i i Where were you raised?
A. Well, I lived fourteen years at Ponacelli and the rest of
my time I have spent at my home on Valley Street.
page 45 ] Q. 12 Now just please state what part George
Victor Litchfield, your grandfather, had in the
founding of Martha Washington College and what interest he
took in it thereafter during his lifetime?
Mr. Hutton:
This question is objected to because it is immaterial and col-
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lateral to any of the issues invloved here, and a similar objection
is made to each similar question without repeating the objection
at each stage.
A. Well, my grandfather, George Victor Litchfield, was
an Odd Fellow, and one of the founders of Martha Washington
College and a trustee of Martha Washington College until the
time of his death.
Q. 13 State whether or not he had a son who was also
trustee of that college?
A. Had a son George Vitcor Litchfield, Jr., who was
trustee of Martha Washington College until the day of his
death.
Q. i4 And where did George Vitcor Litchfield live?
Mr. Hutton.
Same objection.
A. He lived in the house on Valley Street now occupied
by Mrs. W. E. Barnes. He built it and lived in it and spent his
entire married life there.
Q. I5 That is the residence in which Alexander Stuart
lived and died?
page 46 ] A. Yes.
Q. 16 What interest did these men take in Mar-
tha Washington College with reference to its daily operation
and life?
A. My grandfather and my grandmother were deeply in-
terested in Martha Washington College, they were deeply in-
terested in the teachers and the girls, and their home was a
home for the Martha Washington teachers and the girls and
they very affectionately spoke of them as aunt Rachel and un-
cle George. That home down there was also a home for the
Martha Washington Washington girls and the teachers.
Q. I 7 Were they or not regular and faithful in their at-
tendance and assistance in all matters pertaining to the operation
and the prosperity of Martha Washington College?
Mr. Hutton:
Same objection.
A. I don't know of anything they were not interested in
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Mr. Hutton:
Same objection to the answer.
Q. i8 How many members of the Litchfield family at-
tended Martha Washington College, or how many of George
Victor Litchfield's descendants attended said college?
Mr. Hutton:
Same objection.
A. Ten grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.
Q. I9 When did Martha Washington cease to be operat-
ed as a college?
page 47 1 A. In 1932.
Mr. Hutton:
Same objection.
Q. 20 Please name the president and as many of the
teachers as you can at the time it closed?
A. Dr. Curtis.
Q. 2 1 Dr. Curtis was president?
A. Yes. Professor Moore, Professor Park, Miss Stan-
ley, Miss Holland, Miss Duke, Miss Fritz, Miss Guthrie.
Mr. Hutton:
Same objection.
Q. 22 Did any of these teachers also teach at Emory
and Henry College?
A. They did not.
Mr. Hutton:
Same objection.
Q. 23 In other words, Martha Washington College had
a separate and distinct staff from that of Emory and. Henry
College did it not?
Mr. Hutton.
Same objection.
A. It did so far as I know.
Q. 24 Now for what purposes are the Martha Wash-
ington College premises now used?
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Mr. Hutton:
Same objection.
page 48 ] A. For a commercial hotel.
Q. 25 For about how long has it been so used?
Mr. Hutton:
Same objection.
A. I would say about three years.
Q. 26 What use is being made of the building known as
Litchfield Hall?
A. Dining room on the first floor, the second, hall, is
is being used by public meetings, and I think the third floor
bed-rooms.
Q. 27 The dining room you say is on the first floor;
state whether that floor is partly below the level of the campus?
Mr. Hutton:
Same objection to all these questions.
A. Yes.
Q. 28 Do you know whether or not the auditorium has
been used for various and sundry public gatherings lately?
A. Yes.
Q. 29 Can you name any of them?
A. I can name the Democratic convention that was held
two months ago.
Q. 30 That was the convention at which some of the
local county officers were nominated by the Democratic party?
A. Yes.
Q. 3i Do you know whether or not the dining room is
sometimes used for public gatherings such as ban-
page 49 ] quets and also for dances?
Mr. Hutton:
Same objection.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. 32 I asked you if you know that?
A. Yes, I know that it is used for dances and public
gatherings, dances and so on.
Q. 33 About how many blocks do you live from Mar-
tha Washington College?
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Mr. Hutton:
Same objection.
A. I wouldn't say over three.
Q. 34 How far is-(interrupted)
A. It's four.
Q. 34 How far is Martha Washington College from
Emory and Henry College?
Mr. Hutton:
Same objection.
A. About nine or ten miles I reckon.
Q. 35 Who is the present President of Emory and Hen-
ry College?
A. Dr. J, N. Hillman.
Q. 36 Can you state approximately how long he has
been president?
A. No, I can't; I don't know.
Mr. Hutton:
Same objection.
page 50 ] Q. 37 Was he President of Emory and Henry
when Martha Washington closed?
A. Yes.
Q. 38 Can you give an estimate of about how long he
has been president?
A. I would say Dr. Hillman has been, maybe ten or
twelve years, maybe longer than that.
Q. 39 Now counsel for defendant asked Miss Reed with
reference to the attendance of young women at Emory and
Henry College and I want to ask you if you know of young
women who have attended Emory and Henry College in the
past and if so how far back?
A. Yes.
Mr. Hutton:
Same objection.
Q. 40 Please name some of them and state approximate-
ly when they attended Emory and Henry College?
A. Two daughters of Mr. Tom Addison, I would say at
least twenty years ago.
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Q. 41 That is, approximately in I919 young women
were also attending Emory and Henry College, when Martha
Washington College was operating and in its prime?
Mr. Hutton:
Same objection.
A. Yes.
Q. 42 Mrs. Penn, please state briefly how you came to
borrow this trustee fund?
page 5 1 ] Mr. Hutton:
Apparently from the question that have been asked
with reference to the Litchfield family's connection with Mar-
tha Washington College the examination is taking another turn,
and we here move to strike all the testimony above from the
first question to this question for the reasons heretofore as-
signed, this being immaterial and having nothing to do with
the issues here involved.
A. I came to borrow the trust fund to try to put my
son through V. M. I.
Q. 43 I believe the debt is secured by a lien on your
residence property here in Abingdon?
A. It is.
Q. 44 That is you signed the deed of trust for it just
like you would for any other money?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. 45 Mrs. Penn, I notice that Miss Reed states that you
wrote her and asked her for this money; while I don't think it
is a matter of importance so far as the legal phase of the ques-
tion is concerned, I wish you would state briefly how the ques-
tion of using this money first arose between you and Miss
Reed?
A. Mfiss Reed and myself had been corresponding some
time. I wrote to her of the things that interested her, that I
thought she would be interested in in Abingdon; I told her the
college had closed and she wrote back and asked me
page 52 ] where the money was, and I stated to her the mon-
ey was in the bank, and after that then I decided as
nothing but the principal of that money could be used and af-
ter consulting several people about it and about my son-I was
down and out and had nothing on earth to look forward to
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-I wrote Miss Emma and asked her if I might borrow the
money, She wrote back and said as my mother was trustee and
the money came back to her she would give me the money, and
I sent her this thing you now have and she signed it and sent it
back to me.
Mr. Hutton:
Objected to as not being the best evidence, that is hearsay.
Q. 46 That assignment you mean?
A. Yes.
Mr. Hutton:
Same objection:
Q. 47 Have you been corresponding with Miss Reed off
and on for a number of years?
A. For a great many years.
Q. 48 What relation was Mrs. John D. Cosby to you?
A. She was my mother.
Q. 49 Now I show you here an assignment dated Jan-
uary 7 th, 1939, signed by Emma Reed, and I will ask you how
you received that paper?
Mr. Hutton:
This question is objected to because it is immaterial and
can not change the trust which has been established.
page 53 ] No act of Emma Reed or any other person is ef-
fective to change this trust.
A. It was sent to Miss Emma Reed and Miss Emma
Reed signed it and sent it back to me, in the presence of a no-
tary public.
Q. 50 I will ask you if you will file this as "Exhibit
Assignment" to your deposition?
A. I will.
Q. 5 I Please state whether or not your mother corres-
ponded frequently and regularly with her brother Abram T.
Litchfield, the testator.?
A. Every week of the world.
Mr. Hutton:
Same objection.
Q. 52 Did he apparently continue to show an interest
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in his people and the town of Abingdon?
A. Always deeply interested in the people in the town
and in his family and in Martha Washington College and the
Q. 53 For whom was Litchfield hall named?
Mr. Hutton:
Same objection to all these questions.
A. In memory of my grandmother and grandfather
Rachel D. and George Victor Litchfield.
CROSS EXAMINATION
By Mr. Hutton:
page 54 ] Mr. Hutton:
Motion is here made to strike all the foregoing tes-
timony for the reasons heretofore assigned and for the reason
that the testimony of this witness or any other witness can
not change the trust which has been established. Without
waiving any of these objections we cross examine the plaintiff.
Q. i Mrs. Penn, what blood relation was Abram T.
Litchfield to you?
A. My uncle.
Q. 2 Mrs. John D. Cosby was your mother?
A. My mother.
Q. 3 Now then you state here that this trust was estab-
lished, if I understand your original bill correctly, in accordance
with clause five of the second section of Abram T. Litchfield's
will: is that right?
A. Yes.
Q. 4 That money then was paid to your mother as
trustee?
A. Yes.
Q. 5 When was that money first paid and how long
did she act as trustee if you know?
A. I can't give you the number of years; the money was
always paid to her and then paid over to Martha Washington
College.
Q. 6 Who held the principal; the principal was in the
First National Bank at Abingdon, Virginia?
A. Yes.
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page 55 ] Q. 7 The income was paid to your mother and
and she in turn paid it to the proper parties?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. 8 Do you know who she paid it to?
A. Mr. Martin Honaker as a rule.
Q. 9 Mr. M. H. Honaker was an attorney of Abingdon
who is now deceased?
A. Yes, sir.Q. io What official capacity did he have with Martha
Washington College?
A. He was trustee.
Q. i i Do you know whether he was treasurer or chair-
man of the board or in what capacity he acted?
A. I don't know, I think he was treasurer.
Q. I 2 Did he have any relationship with Emory and
Henry College?
A. I don't suppose he did; I don't know.
Q. i3 You don't know whether he did or didn't.
A. No.
Q. i4 Was that paid over a period of eight, ten, fif-
teen years, approximately how long was it paid?
A. My mother died in 192 I" it was paid to her until her
death and then the money came to me and I turned it over to
Mr. Honaker; I acted trustee in my mother's place.
Q. i5 Was anybody appointed by the court to act as
trustee, by the Circuit Court of Washington Coun-
page 56 ] ty or anyone else, until Mr. Irvin M. Keller was
appointed?
A. No; they said I would act in my mother's place and
I acted in her place.
Q. I 6 Was your mother appointed by the court?
A. Yes.
Q. i7 After your mother's death in '21 you continued
to act until what time?
A. Until the college closed.
Q. i8 Then what happened to the fund?
A. It was right there in the bank.
Q. 19 Until it closed?
A. Yes, until it closed.
Q. 20 Then what did you do?
A. When I went to borrow the money Mr. Keller was
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appointed trustee; I couldn't lend the money to myself.Q. 21 He was appointed on your motion?
A. Yes.Q. 22 You filed the papers in court?
A. Yes.
Q. 23 And requested that Mr. Keller be appointed in
the place and stead of your mother Mrs. Cosby?
A. Yes.
Q. 24 And that was done?
A. Yes.
Q. 25 Do you think this trust fund was established in
accordance with the desire and intention of Mr. Abram T.
Litchfield?
page 57 J A. Yes.
Q. 26 You think it was established according to
his intention?
A. I think he established that fund for the benefit of
Martha Washington College.
Q. 27 Do you think it was established by Miss Reed in
accordance with the intention of Mr. Abram T. Litchfield?
Mr. Phillips:
This question is objected to because it calls for a matter of
opinion on the part of the witness, which is immaterial.
A. No answer.
Q. 28 Do you know whether or not it was established
by Miss Emma Reed in accordance with his intention; was Miss
Reed carrying out the will of Abram T. Litchfield?
Mr. Phillips:
Same objection.
A. No answer.
Q. 29 What relation was Miss Emma Reed to the tes-
tator Abram T. Litchfield?
A. She was a half sister-in-law.
Q. 30 She was never married?
A. No.
Q. 3 Did she make her home with Abram T. Litch-
field?
A. No.
Q. 32 Did they live in the same community?
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page 58 ] A. No; Mr. Trigg Litchfield lived in Liberty, Mis-
souri, and she lived in Kansas City, but went over
to see him very frequently; it's a short distance.
Q. 33 While you were trustee did you pay any of the
funds to anybody after Martha Washington College closed?
A. No, sir.
Q. 34 You left it in the bank?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. 35 To whom did you pay as long as Martha Wash-
ington was open?
A. Mr. Honaker.
Q. 36 After Mr. Honaker's death did you pay it to any-
body?
A. No, sir.
Q. 37 How much is there of this fund, the principal of
it?
A. Only $2,000.
Q. 38 Do you know how much accrued interest or un-
disbursed interest there is now?
A. No, I don't.
Q. 39 How much did you borrow?
A. I just can't give you those figures because it has been
paid to me in such small dribs.
Q. 40 I believe you said you held-in the second page
of your original bill-a participation certificate of $io4o; is
that your understanding?
A. Yes.
page 59 1 Q. 41 And you only owe the two notes, one for
$355 and the other for $1145?
A. Did I get that much of that money?
Q. 42- That's what it says in this bill?
A. I can't give you an exact estimate of those figures be-
cause it was just paid that way, in dribs that way.
Q. 43 Did Mr. Keller hold those notes?
A. Yes.
Q. 44 You executed the notes and gave them to him
with a deed of trust on your property?
A. Yes.
Q. 45 How did you happen to get this assignment which
is attached to the bill dated July 29th, 1932, in which Emma
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Reed, 43 Locust Street, Kansas City, attemps to assign to you
any interest she may have in this fund?
A. Well, as I stated to you before, when I wrote to her
and told her the college had closed she wrote and asked where
the money was and when she wrote back to me I wrote and ask-
ed her about the loan; I kept writing back and forth; she said
the money was hers and as long as my mother had been trustee
she wanted to turn the money over to me.
Q. 46 Who prepared this?
A. It was prepared by Dan Cosby and sent to her and
she sent it back.
Q. 47 Was he employed as your attorney?
A. I asked about the advisability of borrowing
page 6o ] that money; I didn't employ any attorney.
Q. 48 Did you consult Mr. Dan Cosby?
A. I asked Mr. Dan Cosby, Mr. Ralph E. Bolling and
Miss Mary E. Litchfield what they thought about borrowing
that money.
Q. 49 Did you go to Mr. Cosby as your attorney?
A. No, I just simply asked him about that.
Q. 50 He prepared the paper for you?
A. I told him what Miss Emma Reed said and he pre-
pared that paper and I sent it to her and she signed it before a
notary public and sent it back.
Q. 51 When did you have Mr. Keller substituted as
trustee in the place and stead of your mother?
Mr. Phillips:
Objected to because the record is the best evidence of that.
Q. 51 I believe the date I have on a copy is April 14,
1934; is that right?
A. Yes, I suppose it is.
Q. 52 It was not until after you had Mr. Keller, the
present trustee, appointed that you borrowed the money?
A. No, I didn't borrow the money until Mr. Keller was
appointed trustee.
Q. 53 Did you or your mother file any settlement at the
court house or with Mr. Kreger, Commissioner of Accounts,
showing how you handled it or disposed of it?
A. No.
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page 6i ] Q. 54 All Mr. Keller knew about it was what
you told him?
A. I don't know; I didn't know anything about it.
Q. 55 You had him appointed?
A. Yes.
Q. 56 You discussed it with him?
A. Yes.
Q. 57 Then did you know he was paying a certain part
of this to Emory and Henry College?
A. Yes.
Q. 58 Was that agreeable to you?
A. Yes.
Q. 59 And did you advise him where the money came
from and the history of it?
A. Yes, I knew all about the history of it.
Q. 6o How long did he pay it to Emory and Henry,
the interest?
A. He never paid any principal of course, don't ball me
up on that.
Q. 6 1 I'm not trying to get you mixed up. How long
did he pay the interest to Emory and Henry College?
A. I just don't know.Q. 62 I believe you state you told him it was proper to
pay to Emory and Henry a certain part of this interest?
A. Yes.
Q. 63 Is that right?
A. Yes, sir, only the interest could go to Emory
page 62 ] and Henry; none of the principal could go to Em-
ory and Henry.
Q. 64 When did you decide that Emory and Henry was
not entitled to it, Mrs. Penn?
A. I never thought for a minute that Emory and Hen-
ry was entitled to it because he didn't leave it to Emory and
Henry; he left it to Martha Washington College, a school for
young ladies.
Q. 65 The interest on it was to be used for the upkeep
and repair of Litchfield Hall at Martha Washington College?
A. Yes.
Q. 66 That's correct isn't it?
A. Yes.
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Q. 67 Is there such a hall on the Martha Washington
campus?
A. Yes.
Q. 68 And it was named for some of your people?
A. My grandfather and grandmother and built in their
memory.
Q. 69 That building is situated on the campus?
A. It's on the campus but it's certainly not used for
what it was supposed to be used for.
Q. 70 You were talking about two daughters of Mr.
Tom Addison going to Emory and Henry twenty years ago;
Emory and Henry has been coeducational for some time?
A. Yes.
Q. 71 For the last few years according to your infor-
mation there has been a number of girls going to Emory and
Henry?
A. Yes, there's been girls, I don't know how
page 63 ] many.
Q. 72 Emory and Henry College was owned or
controlled by the Methodist church?
A. Yes.
Q. 73 And likewise Martha Washington College during
its existence?
A. Yes.
Q. 74 You were talking about separate faculties; is it
not true, Mrs. Penn, that for a number of years prior to the
closing of Martha Washington College there was an exchange
of faculty members, part of the Martha faculty taught at Em-
ory and part of the Emory faculty had classes at Martha?
A. If that happened I don't know nothing what soever
about it.
Q. 75 So far as you know it was separate?
A. So far as I know it was separate.
Q. 76 What is your theory as to how you claim this
fund, Mrs. Penn?
Mr. Phillips:
This question is objected to because it is improper in form
and not a proper question to ask the witness by referring to her
theory.
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Mr. Hutton:
I will put the form a little bit differently.
Q.-On what theory do you claim that this fund is yours?
A. Because Miss Emma Reed gave it to me.
Q. 77 Do you claim it by virtue of this as-
page 64 ] signment?
A. Yes.
Q. 78 Did Miss Emma Reed know you had the money
when she executed this last assignment in 1939?
A. She certainly did.
Mr. Phillips:
It is immaterial whether Miss Reed knew that the com-
plainant had borrowed the money or not.
Q. 79 Who prepared the last assignment which you
have exhibited here?
A. Mr. T. C. Phillips.
Q. 8o At whose request?
A. Mine.
Q. 8 1 And sent it to Miss Reed for her signature?
A. Yes.
Q. 82 And it was returned?
A. Yes.
Q. 83 Who worded this you or Mr. Phillips?
A. Mr. Phillips worded it.
Q. 84 She merely signed it and returned it to you?
A- Yes.
Q. 85 How old is Miss Reed now?
A. Up in ninety.
Q. 86 Is she the same Emma Reed whose deposition is
filed here in the papers?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. 87 At the time Miss Emma Reed executed the
page 65 1 assignment the fund was out of her hands and the
trust had been established for a long time; the mon-
ey had already been paid to the trustee here?
A. Yes.
Q. 88 At the time she executed these assignments she
didn't have any control over the fund insofar as having pos-
session of it or anything of that nature?
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A. No, I don't reckon she did.
Q. 89 So far as you know did she ever assert any claim
to that fund to Martha Washington College or Emory and
Henry College?
A. I don't know that she did; I don't know anything
about it.
Q. go I believe you first wrote her about the fund?
A. I wrote to her stating the college was closed and she
asked where the money was.
Q. 91 And you told her?
A. I told her it was in the First National Bank.
Q. 92 If you thought it was yours how did you happen
to tell Mr. Keller to go ahead and pay the income to Emory and
Henry College?
A. I didn't tell him to pay the income, only the interest.
Q. 93 Why did you do that?
A. I had to do that until the thing was settled, whether
it was mine or not; I was trying to be honest about things.
Q. 94 Do you know whether or not Emory and
page 66 ] Henry continues to own Martha Washington Col-
lege or by what institution it is owned?
A. I think Martha Washington College is owned by
Holston Conference.
Q. 95 And likewise Emory and Henry?
A. I don't know who owns Emory and Henry but Mar-
tha Washington I think is owned by the Holston Conference.
Q. 96 Do you know whether or not the fund has been
expended on Litchfield Hall at Martha Washington College?
A. Yes, I know that; it was painted, and different things
done with it.
Q. 97 Do you know whether Emory and Henry did
likewise with it?
A. No, I don't.
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Phillips:
Q. i Mrs. Penn, I overlooked here a couple of letters
which I hand to you, one dated January 7, 1939 and the other
dated January 26, 1939, and ask you if you received them from
Emma Reed?
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A. Yes, sir, both of these letters were received by me
from Miss Emma Reed.
Q. 2 I will ask you if you will file them as "Exhibit
Letter No. i" and "Exhibit Letter No. 2" as a part of your
deposition?
A. Yes.
page 67 1 And further this deponent saith not.
Signature waived.
Mr. Hutton:
I haven't read the letters; put in a formal objection and let
the letters be filed and that will give me my exception.
The witness G. I. MILLER, having been first duly sworn,
deposes and says:
DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Phillips:
Q. i Please state your age, residence, and occupation?
A. I'm 55 and reside in Abingdon, Commissioner of the
Revenue for Washington County.
Q. 2 As Commissioner of the Revenue for this county
do you prepare the land book and extend the taxes on real prop-
erty for this county on said book?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. 3 Please state if the property known as the Martha
Washington College property is now listed and assesed for tax-
ation?
Mr. Hutton:
Objected to as immaterial.
A. Yes, it is listed for taxation.
Q. 4 In what name is it listed and at what value?
Mr. Hutton:
Same objection.
page 68 ] A. It is listed in the name of Emory and Henry
College, listed as Martha Washington College, value $, i ooo on
the land and $5,000 on the improvements, making a total of
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$6,000.
Q. 5 Can you state when it was first listed for taxes?
A. The first year it was listed for taxation was 1938.
Q. 6 Was it listed on the land book prior to 1938?
A. Some time prior but only as a memorandum for 1938.
Q. 7 I mean had any taxes been paid on it prior to
1938?
A. No, sir.
And further this deponent saith not.
Signature waived.
Mr. Hutton:
We move here to strike all the foregoing evidence for the
complainant for the reason that it is immaterial; further that
the trust which was established can not be discontinued or abol-
ished or terminated by the act of Emma Reed or of this com-
plainant, and the assignments introduced are without are with-
out any force tending to show that the trust has been terminated
and that the complainant is entitled to the relief prayed for.
State of Virginia:
page 69 ] DEPOSITION OF DR. JAMES N.
HILLMAN
Filed September 25, 1939.
The deposition of Dr. James N. Hillman, taken at the of-
fice of Hutton and Hutton, Abingdon, Washington County,
Virginia, on the 5 th day of August, 1939, same to be read as
evidence on behalf of the defendants in a certain suit in chan-
cery now pending in the Circuit Court of Washington County,
Virginia, in which Mary Conn Cosby Penn is complainant, and
Irvin M. Keller, Substitute Trustee, and Emory & Henry Col-
lege, a corporation, are defendants.
Said deposition was taken before Ruby Fraley, a Notary
Public.
PRESENT:
Thos. C. Phillips, Esq., for Complainant,
T. L. Hutton, Esq., for Emory &J Henry College, a Corp.
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By Mr. Hutton:
It is stipulated by counsel that the money was paid under
the trust about May 14, 1920.
The witness, DR. JAMES N. HILLMAN, having been
first duly sworn, deposed and said:
DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Hutton:
Q. i Dr. Hillman, please state your name, place of resi-
dence, and your official connection with Emory and Henry.
A. James N. Hillman, Emory, Virginia; President of
Emory and Henry.
Q. 2 How long have you been President of Emory and
Henry?
A. A little more than seventeen years.
page 70 ] Q. 3 What year did you come there?
A. 1922.
Q. 4 And you have been acting continuously from that
date until the present time?
A. I have.
Q. 5 Dr., what date was Martha Washington College
at Abingdon, Virginia, closed insofar as it ceased to be a school
for girls, that is, actually occupied by girls?
A. I think it was at the close of the session of I9 3I.
Q. 6 That would be about June, 193 1?
A. That is correct.
Q. 7 What relationship existed between Emory and
Henry College and Martha Washington College prior to the clos-
ing of Martha Washington College? I mean by that, who con-
trolled Emory and Henry and who controlled Martha, and
were each a corporation, or what was the connection between
the two schools and whether or not there was one or two boards
of trustees and directors?
A. By action of the board of trustees of both institutions,
which action was confirmed by the Holston Annual Conference,
the two schools were combined under one board, with one char-
ter, in the year 1919. Consequently, from that date to the
present, all the property of both institutions has been under
the control and owned by a single corporation.
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Q. 8 And the name of that corporation?
A. Emory and Henry College.
Q. 9 State whether or not the charter was dissolved or
what happened to the charter of Martha Washington College
when it was consolidated with Emory and Henry?
A. The charter of Martha Washington College
page 71 ] was dissolved as Martha Washington. The Trus-
tees of Martha Washington College deeded to the new
corporation, Emory and Henry College, all real estate and per-
sonal property of every kind whatsoever,-
Q. io Give the date of that conveyance, the deed book
and page?
A. With general warranty, and in said deed the new cor-
poration assumed the payment of all the debts of Martha Wash-
ington College. The date of that deed is June i6, 1919, and
is recorded in Deed Book 13 1, page 215-
Q. ii Dr., from 19 19 Martha Washington ceased to ex-
ist as Martha Washington College, and the new corporation,
Emory and Henry College, owned and controlled all the assets
of Martha Washington?
A. That is correct.
Q. 12 How were the trustees of these two institutions
elected prior to 1919 and since 1919? In other words, what
institution of the Methodist Church owned and controlled it,
and what institution in the Church elected the Trustees?
A. The Annual Conference. The Trustees of each in-
stitution prior to 19 19 made recognition to the Annual Holston
Conference of any new member of the Board, or reelection of
members of the Board, but under the charter prior to consoli-
dation, and under the charter since the consolidation, they are
not legal members of the Board until confirmed by the Annual
Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church.
Q. 13 Since I9 19 there has only been one Board for
both institutions?
A. That is correct. The members of the two Boards
when consolidation was made, was largely included
page 72 ] in the one Board, that is to say, practically aU the
members of the former Emory and Henry, and prac-
tically all the members of the former Martha Washington were
on the new board of trustees after the consolidation.
Q. 14 Prior to the consolidation, there were a number
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of members on both the Emory and Henry and Martha Wash-
ington Board of Trustees
A. There were some, I don't know how many.
Q. 15 About the relationship existing between the two
Colleges, I understand both were controlled by the Methodist
Church and directed by the Holston Conference?
A. Yes.
Q. 16 With reference to the faculty, how many years
has there been an interchange in the faculty?
A. When I came to Emory in 1922, I followed two ad-
ministrations, both of which had been Presidents of Martha
Washington as well as Emory and Henry.
Q. i7 Could you give me the names of those two?
A. C. C. Weaver, from 1919 to 192o, and Dr. J. S.
French from 1920 to 1922, and I found three members of the
faculty interchanging, teaching in both institutions, Dr. John
C. Orr, Dr. E. R. Casto, who were located at Emory, and Dr.
Kennedy, I have forgotten his initials, Professor of History,
who was located at Martha. That continued through 1923.
Q. i8 Is it not also true that other faculty members,
probably the psycholoy and biology teachers, interchanged?
A. Probably prior to my coming, that is all I have posi-
tive information of.
Q. 19 During 1920 or 1921, classes of girls were trans-
ported from Martha to Emory for laboratory work
page 73 ] and other purposes?
A. Yes.
Q. 2o Dr., with reference to the bookkeeping and the
payment of the indebtedness of the two institutions since 19 1 9,
tell us about that?
A. In 1922, the Board of Trustees elected a separate
President for Martha Washington, as the executive officer of
our woman's branch in Abingdon, but his accounting was to
this single Board, and the same auditor who made our audit at
Emory made the audit here, and submitted to the Board state-
ment showing whether or not we had balanced our budget,
made a profit or had a loss on the entire corporation, and the
reports were made to the Board at the same meeting. I mean
to say the Board had its annual meeting in June and at that meet-
ing all the accounts, both at Emory and Abingdon, were sub-
mitted and the results discussed. I don't know whether it is
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out of place to say so, but I think I would like this to go into
the record, the fact I demurred the first year about being respon-
sible for Martha Washington, but the law made us responsible.
An executive officer was set up, whose running us into debt, or
failure to run us into debt, whichever he did, we were obligated.
He ran us into debt, as we afterwards did learn to our sorrow.
Q. 21 State whether or not since the consolidation of
the two institutions, Emory owns all the assets formerly owned
by Martha Washington?
A. Yes.
Q. 22 State whether or not they have assumed, and if so,
how much of the debts of Martha Washington?
A. In the transfer of the property, Emory assumed all
the debts of Martha Washington, and we have paid
page 74 1 from our own funds on indebtedness of Martha
Washington, $114,988.95 down to date.
Q. 23 How much do you still owe?
A. $53,3 10.97, which will make a total payment of our
endowment of $168,299.92.
Q. 24 Do you carry this $i68,ooo as a part of your en-
dowment?
A. Yes.
Q. 25 Set up on your books as such?
A. Yes, set up on our books as part of our endowment.
I might add also we have incurred an obligation to a maximum
of $40,000.00 for improvements on the property, which should
be added to the investments we have already made.
Q. 26 That is with reference to the lease, as I under-
stand it, of the property formerly known as Martha Washing-
ton College to what is termed Barnhill Hotel Corporation?
A. That is correct.
Q. 27 Dr., who owns the Litchfield Hall today?
A. Emory and Henry.
Q' .28 Is that where the legal title is?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. 29 There have been considerable improvements, and
there has been some question about that in the evidence. Who
pays for the repairs on Litchfield Hall?
A. Emory and Henry.
Q. 3o How much has been spent on the plant of Mar-
tha Washington, including Litchfield Hall, since the lease to the
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Barnhill Hotel Corporation was executed?
A. Between $39,ooo.oo and $40,000.00.
page 75 ] Q. 31 I notice Section Six in the lease which I
will ask you to file, and which has been requested
to be filed by the complainant, there is a statement with refer-
ence to repairs, and provides that the lessee is obligated to make
all necessary repairs and to do everything necessary to keep the
buildings and grounds in good condition.
A. That is true other than the structural repairs, struc-
tural repairs we would have to make ourselves.
Q. 32 Did you make the structural repairs?
A. We did.
Q. 33 To the extent of some $40,000.00?
A. Yes.
By Mr. Hutton:
At the request of complainant, we will file copy of the
lease, dated the 2nd day of April, 1937, between Emory and
Henry College, Incorporated, termed the Lessor, and Barnhill
Hotel Corporation, termed the Lessee, marked "Exhibit i"
Q. 34 Dr., about the rent under the contract of lease, to
whom did that go and for what purpose is it used?
A. The rent is paid to Emory and Henry as an income
on our endowment, and is immediately repaid to Barnhill Cor-
poration for the reimbursement I guess you would call it pre-
paid rent-for which he made repairs under our direction.
Q. 35 Barnhill Corporation furnished funds with which
to make the structural repairs, and you are to reimburse him?
A. With interest, it is our debt, absolutely.
Q. 36 With reference to the particular fund in question,
known as the trusf fund of some $2,0o0.o0, did Emory and
Henry, since that trust was established up until the
page 76 ] close of the First National Bank at Abingdon, re-
ceive the income from that fund?
A. We did. Emory and Henry College received it.
Q. 37 Did Martha Washington receive it as far as you
know?
A. Martha Washington could not have received it be-
cause there was no Martha Washington.
.Q. 38 The will of Abram T. Litchfield was probated in
i 9i9, and according to the stipulation the fund was paid over
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about a year thereafter, and at that time Martha and Emory
and Henry had been consolidated?
A. Yes.
Q. 39 Do you have on your records, listed among your
assets this particular trust fund, and for what it is to be used?
A. We have it set up as Litchfield Hall fund, the income
from which is to be used for repairs to Litchfield Hall.
Q. 40 Do you know how long it has been set up there?
A. It was there when I came in 1922.
Q. 41 So far as you know, have the books of Martha
ever shown this fund?
A. Not to my knowledge.
Q. 42 With reference to Litchfield Hall, there is such a
building located on the Martha Washington Campus at Ab-
ingdon?
A. There is.
Q. 43 And with what funds has this particular build-
ing, including the other buildings, been maintained?
A. It has been maintained, certainly since 1922, to my
personal knowledge, with Emory and Henry College funds,
funds of the corporation.
Q. 44 I will ask you to file as part of your deposition,
marked "Exhibit 2", a motion made by Mary Conn
page 77 ] Cosby Penn in the Circuit Court of Washington
County, Virginia, showing the appointment of Ir-
vin M. Keller, substituted trustee, dated April 14, 1934. Will
you so file that, Dr?
A. I will. I remember something about it.
Q. 45 When did you first ascertain or learn, what was
your first information that Mrs. Penn, the present complainant,
objected to Emory andHenry receiving this fund?
A. It has been some three months ago, I guess.
Q. 46 Was that when the suit was filed?
A. That is right. I may say in connection with this
change of Trustee that it was my understanding at the time the
Trustee was changed or substituted, that the former Trustee
had died and that Mrs. Penn wanted to borrow this money and
had no legal authority from whom to borrow it. We agreed
to the substitution of the Trustee because we wanted what-
ever interest was coming to us.
Q. 47 Do you know whether your Board took any def-
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inite action with reference to the lending of this money, or was
that done by the new Trustee?
A. Done by the new Trustee, I think.
Q. 48 With reference to Abram T. Litchfield, did you
know anything about his will except what appears in the Col-
lege records?
A. That is all.
Q. 49 Did you ever have any communication, so far as
you know, from Miss Jennie D. Reed?
A. None whatever.
Q. 50 She was not known to the College or you?
A. Not to my knowledge.
Q. 51 With reference to the assignment of this
page 78 ] fund by Miss Reed to the present complainant, did
you have any notice or knowledge of that purport-
ed assignment? Miss Reed undertakes to give her interest in
this fund to Mrs. Penn.
A. Not so far as I know.
Q. 52 Mrs. Penn testified, if I recall correctly, that she
acted as Trustee of this fund after the death of Mrs. Cosby, the
first trustee. Did you receive this fund up until the first Nat-
ional Bank closed at Abingdon?
A. Yes.
Q. 53 And whoever was trustee paid it to Emory and
Henry College?
A. Yes.
Q. 54 Do you claim Emory and Henry is entitled to the
income from this particular fund?
A. Yes we do because Emory and Henry is the successor
of Martha Washington College. There is a definite statement
in our charter which reads as follows:
"May receive and hold the property for the benefit of said
institution; in said name receiving and holding all lands, build-
ings, and other appurtenances, property rights, claims and priv-
ileges, formerly belonging to or in any way appertaining to
'The Trustees of Martha Washington College', and any gift,
grant, devise, bequest or donation of property to said Martha
Washington College, shall be effective to vest the title to said
property in said body corporate, to be held for the benefit of
said College."
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Under that provision of our charter we claim this belongs
to the present corporation.
Q. 55 With reference to the education of girls,
page 79 ] how long has Emory been co-educational?
A. Since about 1900 we have had girls in attend-
ance, but it was the year I came to Emory that the Board, by
formal resolution, authorized the admission of women as well
as men.
Q. 56 Is Emory and Henry equipped to do the same
work, give the same benefits to the girls that Martha Washing-
ton College formerly gave?
A. In all respects except in art and domestic science.
Emory is a recognized Grade A school, and gives B. A. De-
grees. We offer music courses, but do not offer courses in art
and domestic science.
Q. 57 Approximately how many girls were in attend-
ance at Emory last year?
A. About ioo.
Q. 58 And Emory and Henry has a summer school, does
it not?
A. Yes.
Q. 59 Approximately how many do you have?
A. 1 29 in this session.
Q. 6o When Martha Washington closed as a school,
ceased to function in that respect, was it a Grade A school, or
what was the status, was it a two or four year college?
A. Two year course, gave only two years of College
work.
Q. 6 I State whether or not it was the thought of the
Holston Conference that Emory and Henry College could and
would give to the girls of this section, or whoever wanted to
attend that College, as good a chance for education, or as good
facilities as they had received at Martha?
By Mr. Phillips:
The foregoing question is objected to because it is
page 8o ] improper, and at the best hearsay testimony, and
also because it is immaterial. This witness could
state, so far as he was prepared to do so, what happened at the
conference, but it is submitted that the question asked is im-
proper.
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Q. 62 I will amend the question to include just what
happened when Emory and Henry took over Martha, and why
it was done?
By Mr. Phillips:
Same objection.
A. I think I would like to state just as a matter of his-
torical back ground. In I9 19, which was brought into the
resolutions of the Holston Conference, copy of which I have,
it was felt that the operation of two educational units under a
single board, as a single institution, would give to Martha Wash-
ington the benefit of the Emory and Henry endowment, and
Emory and Henry's better qualified faculty, with a view to get-
ting a higher rating with the credit agency for Martha Wash-
ington, and for three years, from 1919 to 1922, Martha Wash-
ington, under the consolidation arrangement, was a four year
institution. The degrees were awarded by the same Board that
awarded degrees to Emory and Henry, signed by the one exe-
cutive officer, and had the same rating. It was found, however,
after the three years' experiment, that the credit agency would
not accept Emory and Henry's endowment when there was
debt on Martha Washington, consequently Martha Washing-
ton was made a Junior College in 1922 instead of a four year
College, and provision was made for the juniors and seniors, or
who would have been juniors and seniors at Martha Washing-
ton as a four year institution, to be transferred to Emory and
Henry for the completion of the junior and senior work, the
junior college to be given full recognization as a part of the
Emory and Henry program, its course of study be-
page 8 i 1 ing approved by the Dean of the single corpora-
tion, and the degrees awarded at Emory and Henry
commencement, along with degrees awarded to men graduating
at Emory. This arrangement continued uninterrupted until
1929 when the indebtedness at Martha Washington College, of
course you understand I am speaking of the Martha Washing-
ton unit of the one corporation-when the indebtedness of the
Martha Washington unit became so embarrassing that the Board
refused to continue the unit at Abingdon, and incur further ob-
ligation of debt. Thereupon, the then acting executive of Mar-
tha, Professor Curtis, rented the property for a period of two
years, personally, and operation or continued to operate the
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unit for girls on his personal responsibility until i931 when,
by reason of his own disappointment, I guess I might say, he
gave it up entirely, and Emory and Henry Corporation was left
with the indebtedness to which I have referred, amounting to
around $168,ooo.oo, which has grown some since that date, and
to which we have added the improvements as mentioned here-
tofore. To meet that indebtedness, we have used a considerable
portion of our endowment of the unit at Emory, and as I have
stated, have actually invested of our own funds, $1 14,000.00,
and still owe $53,000.00, represented by bonds issued by the
Emory and Henry Corporation on the Martha Washington
property.
Q. 63 All of this was done with the consent and ap-
proval of the governing authorities of both institutions, to-wit:
Holston Conference?
A. Yes, the Holston Conference approved each action be-
cause it was not legal until approved by the Holston Confer-
ence. Even our issuance of bonds on Martha was
page 82 ] approved by the Holston Conference.
Q. 64 With reference to this endowment which
you have and of which part is the property formerly known
as Martha Washington, do you have bonds outstanding on
these particular items, held by the public at large?
A. Yes, the $53,000.00 to which I have referred is rep-
resented by bonds, or certificates now, with which we repaid
the bonds, you will recall, some four years ago, held by the pub-
lic at large.
Q. 65 And, of course, in making those bond issues, and
issuing those certificates, the assets of Emory and Henry had to
be set up so that the public and purchasers of the bonds would
know to some extent the value thereof?
A. Yes, the bonds were issued on deed of trust on Mar-
tha Washington College property, in Abingdon, but were is-
sued by the Emory and Henry Corporation, which, of course,
involved all the property that the Emory and Henry Corpora-
tion owns; in case this asset did not pay the bonds they could
come back to us; that was so stated to the public when sold, if
Martha Washington does not pay, you have Emory and Henry
back of it. In other words, we gave the deed of trust on that
particular property just as we would have given a deed of trust
at Emory. It involved all the assets of Emory and Henry Cor-
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poration in case this did not pay out.
Q. 66 In your relationship with various banking insti-
tutions with which Emory and Henry dealt, could they ascer-
tain, if they so desired, statement of the assets and receipts of
the institution?
A. Yes.
Q. 67 The Bank of Bristol, The Bank of Glade Spring
and other institutions with which the College dealt?
A. Yes, we furnished them statements.
page 83 ] Q. 68 And in your assets is this particular fund
known as the Litchfield Hall fund?
A. Yes, I would say listed as Martha Washington assets.
CROSS EXAMINATION
By Mr. Phillips:
X. i Dr. Hillman, for the benefit of the record, would
you please just give us a brief statement of how the two schools
were operated, say prior to the year Dr. Curtis rented Martha
Washington College, which, I believe, was about 1929?
A. That is correct.
X. 2 In other words, I would like a brief statement of
how they were operated, for the benefit of the record?
A. I think I stated that.
X. 3 I mean with reference to the teaching, and the
registration and things of that nature?
A. The Board of Trustees of Emory and Henry College,
a Corporation, elected the executive officer of the Martha Wash-
ington unit, just exactly as they elected officers to Emory and
Henry unit; elected all teachers in the Martha Washington unit
just as they elected teachers in the Emory and Henry unit; sup-
ervised all the records in the Martha Washington unit just as
they did the Emory and Henry unit, and was responsible for
any deficit or any obligations that were incurred in the Martha
unit equally with anything of that nature in the Emory unit.
I don't know whether that covers the point you want or not.
X. 4 As I understand it, there is a corporation, Emory
and Henry College, Incorporated?
A. The corporate name is Emory and Henry Col-
page 84 1 lege.
X. 5 It is a Virginia corporation?
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A. Yes, that is correct.
X. 6 In other words Emory and Henry College is a
corporation, and that corporation owns certain premises, con-
sisting of a number of buildings and campus situated at Emory,
where the college is operated, which was designated as one unit,
and it is called Emory and Henry College?
A. Yes.
X. 7 And at Emory you have been training and teaching
approximately from 250 to 35o boys?
A. Yes.
X. 8 The same corporation also owns some premises at
Abingdon, which is approximately 9 miles from Emory, on
which are situated several buildings and the campus, which is
known as Martha Washington College, where a faculty was
maintained and where only girls were received or registered.
I believe at Emory both boys and girls have been received and
registered for a number of years?
A. Yes.
X. 9 Has Martha Washington College ever in its his-
tory, so far as you know, received or registered boys for teach-
ers?
A. Not so far as I know; there may have been some boys
there, but I don't know it personally.
X. i o Emory and Henry has, however, for a number of
years, received for registration, both girls and boys, is that right?
A. Yes.
X. i I So far as the operation of the two colleges is con-
cerned, did each college have a separate staff and did each col-
lege have a separate office to receive registrations
page 85 ] and have separate buildings on separate campuses?
A. Of course, the unit bad separate buildings,
owned separate campuses, and have, part of the time, had sepa-
rate staffs, but for part of the time had one staff, one Dean
served both staffs and the same faculty served both institutions,
that is, from 19i 9 to 1922.
X. 12 During that term from i91 to I922, were there
not even then some teachers who taught at Martha but did not
teach at Emory and some who taught at Emory that did not
teach at Martha?
A. Yes, but both units had the same Dean.
X. 13 Did you issue a separate catalog for Emory and
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Henry and a separate catalog for Martha Washington during all
the time we have been speaking of?
A. I cannot speak with positive information as to the
three years from 1919 to 1922, but I think there was a single
catalog those three years, but after that there were separate
catalogs from 1922 to 1931.
X. i4 While Martha Washington College was being op-
erated, that is prior to the two years when Dr. Curtis rented it,
did the Holston Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church
South contribute to the support of Martha Washington with
funds from the church as well as contributed to Emory and
Henry College?
A. They contributed through their benevolences to Em-
ory and Henry, but that benevolence was appropriated so that
a certain per cent went to Emory and a certain per cent to
Martha.
X. i5 Who decided what proportion would go to each
college?
A. I think the Board of Education and the Holston Con-
ference, that made the appropriation to Emory and
page 86 1 Henry, specified a certain part was to go to Emory
and Henry and a certain part to Martha Washing-
ton.
time?
I6 What year was Emory and Henry founded?
1836.
17 And has been in continuous operation since that
A. With the exception of the Civil War period.
X. i8 Has there been any building on Emory and Hen-
ry campus named or known as Litchfield Hall?
A. No.
X. I9 There is a building on Martha Washington camp-
us known as Litchfield Hall?
A. Yes.
X. 20 With reference to the lease of the Martha Wash-
ington College property to Barnhill Hotel Corporation, was
not all of the money that was used in repairing the buildings
advanced by the lessee under the terms of the lease, and would
be deducted from the rent? In other words, as I understand it,
Emory and Henry College, a Corporation, has not advanced
any money for the repairs made on the buildings under the
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term of the lease, is that right?
A. That is correct, but we have repaid about $8,ooo.oo
of what was spent, and are obligated to pay the balance.
X. 21 You have repaid it out of the rent?
A. That is what I mean; the rent is paid us under our
agreement, goes through our records as income on our endow-
ment, and then we repay to him as a deduction or curtailment of
our obligation.
X. 22 Of course, the lease being copied in the record, it
will show what its provisions are, but for the purpose of brev-
ity, I want to ask you a few questions. What is the term of
the lease?
page 87 1 A. Twenty-five years.
X. 23 Does it contain an option for renewal or
continuance?
A. I think not.
X. 24 What changes, in a general way, have been made
in the buildings to fit it for use as a hotel?
A. No changes other than to provide private bath to al-
most every room, and the removal of a part of one wall in the
main hall so as to provide a lobby out of what was formerly the
office of the president. If I might be permitted to add this
comment, !-would be very pleased to attempt to operate it in
its present form for a school building as compared to what it
was before because they have a private bath in every room. It
is far better for school purposes. today, in my judgment, than
before we made the improvements, if we want to use it for
school purposes; that is my candid judgment.
X. 25 What became of the personal property such as
furniture, kitchen equipment, etc., that was formerly used in
Martha?
A. All of that was transferred to the unit at Emory with
the exception of some pictures, statutes and some chairs and a
table which we rented to the Barnhill Hotel Corporation and
permitted to be retained there with the privilege on our part to
remove any time we wanted.
X. 26 How is that personal property carried on the
books of the corporation now?
A. As an asset.
X. 27 Of what corporation?
A. I think it is included in our furniture and equipment.
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X. 28 Of the corporation?
A. Yes, it just added that much to the equipment
page 88 ] we had at the Emory unit; we carried it as equip-
ment of the Martha Washington Corporation; Mar-
tha had a separate account.
X. 29 In other words, prior to the closing of Martha
Washington College you carried certain furniture and equip-
ment on your books as assigned to or located at Martha unit,
and the same thing was true of Emory?
A. Yes.
X. 30 Just off-hand, could you name the members of
the faculty at Martha, or most of them for the session prior to
the time Dr. Curtis rented it?
A. I don't believe I could. He made several changes.
X. 3 1 I mean for the year prior to him, that is the last
year you operated it?
A. I couldn't. I couldn't do that for my own branch in
1929. I would be glad to do it if I could, but I just couldn't
do it.
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Hutton:
Q. i I want to ask you one question. Martha Wash-
ington is still the property of Emory and Henry. Can you tell
now whether or not that institution might be again used as an
educational institution?
A. I couldn't tell that.
Q. 2 In times past has Emory and Henry operated not
only the College itself that awarded an A. B. degree, but a
preparatory institution for boys?
A. Yes, we operated what was called a fitting school un-
til 1916.
Q. 3 Where was that school located?
page 89 ] A. Just off the main campus of Emory and Hen-
ry.
Q. 4 Is that particular building, known as the prepra-
tory building, now being used for girls?
A. Now used as a girls dormitory.
Q. 5 Of course, you can't foretell what the Conference
might do with this property at Martha, whether it will be used
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for educational purposes or what it will be used for?
A. I don't think anyone could tell that.
Q. 6 What is the machinery to determine What pro-
gram the conference will follow with reference to the education
of the boys and girls of this section?
A. The Conference Board of Education.
Q. 7 Does the Holston Conference of the Methodist
Episcopal Church South, now the Methodist Episcopal Church,
have any school in this locality other than Emory?
A. No.
Q. 8 What is the closest school operated by the Metho-
dist Episcopal Church?
A. Hiwassee College about 40 miles West of Knoxville,
about i9o miles from here.
Q. 9 Only recently I believe the Methodist Episcopal
Church South has joined or formed a union between the North-
ern and Southern Methodist Churches, and is now the Metho-
dist Episcopal Church?
A. Is now the Methodist Church. The Methodist Epis-
copal Church South, the Methodist Episcopal Church North,
and the Methodist Proestant, being three constituent bodies of
Methodism, were, by formal vote and formal conference and
declaration, united or made one organization, known
page 90 ] as the Methodist Church, which was approved by
action of the Holston meeting in Kansas City, Mis-
souri, April 26, May io, 1939.Q. io Is the Holston Conference still an organization
within that unit?
A. It is.
Q. i i And so far as you know will continue as a sub-
siduary unit?
A. Yes. It has been in existence for I 15 years.Q. 12 You don't know now just what the progress of
that organization will be with reference to the utilization of
Martha Washington in the future?
A. No.
Q. 13 All you know is it belongs to the Church now?
A. Yes.
Q. i4 The girls at Emory, who attended that institution
are they as well cared for and have as good facilities and op-
portunities as they had at Martha Washington?
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By Mr. Phillips:
This question objected to because it is improper and calls
for an opinion of the witness, and should be asked, what the
facilities are as compared one with the other.
By Mr. Hutton:
I am asking him more or less as an expert. He has been
there many years, knows both institutions.
By Mr. Phillips:
It is respectfully submitted that there is quite a decided dif-
ference of opinion sometimes about matters of this kind.
Q. i5 What is your opinion with reference to the facil-
ities at Emory as compared with the facilities at
page 91 ] Martha?
A. Very frankly I would say, and I think any-
one conversant with educational standards would say, that so
far as opportunity for training required for the B. A. and B. S.
Degrees, Emory & Henry affords a better opportunity, and af-
fords better facilities than Martha could have afforded when it
was a College because every head of our institution has a doctor's
degree. The experience and qualifications of our faculty is, in
my judgment, superior to anything offered in an institution
other than one of our type. On the other hand we do not have
the facilities for fine art, home economices and dramatics. We
do provide a very satisfactory program in music, although I
don't think ours is as good as Martha Washington at the time
Martha Washington operated because we do not have as large
a staff.
Q. i6 The physical equipment at Emory as compared
with that at Martha, could you tell us approximately how the
two compared?
A. Emory was better equipped in way of library and
laboratory than Martha was.
Q. i7 Had two buildings at Martha and about a dozen
at Emory?
A. Including the Professors' homes, we have 27 build-
ings. Q. 18 Is it the present idea, so far as you know, to dis-
pose of the Martha Washington campus at all?
A. I have heard no comment to that effect within recent
months.
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Q. 19 And the lease exists for a period of 25 years?
A. Yes.
Q. 20 Without referring to the lease, there was some
mention made that there might be some objection to the ban-
quets and dances held in the hotel. Is there anything in the
lease to restrict that?
page 92 1 A. Nothing in the lease to restrict banquets and
dances so far as I know, but there is a provision,
placed there at my specific request, prohibiting the sale of in-
toxicants, either by the Lessee or anyone around the premises.Q. 21 With reference to Martha Washington Inn, since
it has been operated by the present tenant, how does that hotel
compare with other hotels in this section? Is it an outstand-
ing hotel in Southwest Virginia? What I am trying to get is,
does anything go on there that hurts the name?
A. Not that I know of. I have heard only commenda-
tion. Of course I wouldn't want to distinguish between Hotel
Roanoke and Martha Washington Inn.
Q. 22 It is considered an outstanding hotel in this sec-
tion?
A. I have heard only commendation.
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION
By Mr. Phillips:
X. i With all your better facilities for teaching your
pupils and for preparing them in a college course, you at Em-
ory, have never been known as and have never been solely a
girls college have you?
A. No, sir.
X. 2 And you hope never to be solely a girls college?
A. I would say yes. I believe in co-education.
X. 3 And there is a fundamental difference between
Emory and Martha in that Martha was always solely a girls
college?
A. Yes.
By Mr. Phillips:
The foregoing testimony of the witness is moved to be
stricken from the record except as to the testimony concerning
the operation of the colleges and the lease, on the
page 93 1 ground that a great portion of it is hearsay, in the
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strict sense of the word, and that the greater portion
of it is immaterial and irrelevant to the issues involved in this
case, and this motion is made for the purpose of saving time in
not making separate and individual objections and motions to
the separate and individual questions.
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Hutton:
Q. I In view of the objection made that part of this tes-
timony is hearsay, please state what have been your actual du-
ties with Emory and Henry College and Martha Washington
College?
A. I have not only been President of Emory, but been
a member of the Board of Trustees, charged with the responsi-
bility of operating both institutions since 1924.
Q. 2 Are you entirely familiar with what has trans-
pired with reference to the financial condition of Emory, and
generally cognizant of what the records disclose at Emory and
Henry?
A. I think I am. I have been requested to countersign
the checks for a number of years and pass on practically every
item of financial importance that goes through the business of-
fice.
Q. 3 You were speaking of some provisions in the char-
ter, incorporated in the charter of the institution. When you
were speaking of those, did you have before you a printed copy
of the charter of this institution?
A. Yes.
Q. 4 And if it is so desired, can you file that with the
record in this case?
page 94 ] A. Yes.
Q. 5 Is that incorporated in one of the catalogs?
A. Yes.
Q. 6 Wish you would file that, marked "EXHIBIT
NO. 3", to your testimony?
A. I will.
Q. 7 With reference to the action taken by the Holston
Conference, and the meeting in Kansas City which you attend-
ed, did you have those resolutions of the Holston Conference
before you when you were testifying?
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A. Not with reference to the conference in Kansas City.
I have the resolutions of the Holston Conference with reference
to Martha Washington prior to the consolidation in IgI9.
Have the official record of The Holston Annual Conference,
Ninety-fifth Session, held at Johnson City, Tennessee, No-
vember 4, 1918, and I was referring to page 41.
Q. 8 Will you leave the book with the stenographer
and let her copy that page, marked "EXHIBIT NO. 4", to
your testimony, and return it to you?
A. Yes.Q. 9 With reference to your familiarity with what tran-
spired at the meeting in Kansas City with reference to the unit-
ing of the various branches of what is now termed the Metho-
dist Church, were you present at that meeting in Kansas City
this year?
A. I was.
Q. io Did you participate in and hear the discussions?
A. I was a delegate for the Holston Conference.
Q. i Are you conversant with what transpired?
page 95 ] A. I am; I attended every meeting.
By Mr. Phillips:
Same objection.
Q. 12 The only other record we have not filed, I recall,
that we talked about was the deed you spoke of, of record in
Deed Book 13 1, page 215. Will you file that, marked "EX-
HIBIT NO. 5"?
A. I will.
And further this deponent sayeth not.
Signature waived.
By Mr. Hutton:
It is stipulated that Dr. Hillman was unable to furnish an
unsigned copy of the lease between Emory and Henry College,
Inc., and Barnhill Hotel Corporation, and the original lease is
filed, with the right to remove same, and copy to be furnished,
if necessary.
page 96 ] FINAL DECREE
Entered January I8, 1940, C. 0. B. "Z", p. i17
This cause came on this day to be again heard upon the
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original bill and exhibits thereto, and process thereon; upon
the amended bill; upon the demurrer and answer of Emory and
Henry College to the original and amended bill, duly filed here-
in; upon the answer of Irven M. Keller, substituted trustee, duly
filed herein; upon the depositions in behalf of the complainant
and defendant, duly taken and filed herein; upon the record at
large; and was argued by counsel.
Upon consideration of all of which, it appearing to the
court that Mary Conn Cosby Penn filed her original bill in
this cause, with exhibits thereto, charging among other things
that Abram T. Litchfield, a resident of Clay County, Mis-
souri, died testate on the 29 th day of March, I919, and that
Section 5 of his will read as follows:
5. I will and bequeath to my sister Mrs. John D. Cos-
by the sum of Two Thousand Dollars, in trust however, the
interest only to be used in keeping in repair "Litchfield Hall"
on the campus of "Martha Washington College" for young
ladies, located at Abingdon, Virginia, and being the property
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South.
"If my sister should not be living at my death, then said
sum of Two Thousand Dollars shall be paid to the trustees,
curators, or other persons having the legal management and
control of said Martha Washington College for young ladies,
or who may be legally authorized to receive said trust fund, to
be held and used for the purposes aforesaid."
page 97 ] That by codicil to said will said Section 5 was re-
voked and Emma Reed was made residuary legatee;
that the $2,000.00 mentioned in Section 5 was bequeathed to
the said Emma Reed; that said Emma Reed voluntarily com-
plied with Section 5 of said will and paid over the sum of
$2,000.00 to Mrs. John D. Cosby to be held in trust and ad-
ministered in accordance with the provisions of said Section
5 of said will; that after the death of Mrs. John D. Cosby,
Trustee, Irven M. Keller, by order entered in the Circuit Court
of Washington County, Virginia, on the 14 th day of April,
1934, was substituted in the place and stead of Mrs. John D.
Cosby; that Irven M. Keller has in his hands certain funds
which are the proceeds of said $2,000.00 fund.
Said bill further charges that at the time of the death of
Abram T. Litchfield, Martha Washington College was being
operated by Emory and Henry College, a corporation; that
Martha Washington College was owned by Emory and Henry
College as a school for young ladies and was paid the income
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from said bequest of $2,000.00; that in the year 1931 said
Martha Washington College was discontinued as a school and
remained closed for a period of years, and later was leased by
Finory and Henry College to Barnhill Corporation for hotel
purposes; that included in said lease was Litchfield Hall lo-
cated on the campus of said Martha Washington College.
Said bill further charges that the trust created by Clause
5 of the will of Abram T. Litchfield was terminated and be-
came null and void as of the date Martha Washington College
was discontinued as a school for young ladies, and the $2,-
ooo.oo and any interest or income therefrom accruing there-
from subsequent to that date reverted to and became the prop-
erty of Emma Reed as residuary legatee under said will.
It appears from the testimony that Emory and Henry
College is the owner of Martha Washington Col-
page 98 1 lege, including the building known as Litchfield
Hall, and that Emory and Henry College was paid
certain income from said fund: that Emory and Henry Col-
lege assumed and paid certain debts formerly owing by Martha
Washington College, and that Emory and Henry College has
kept in repair said Litchfield Hall.
Said bill prays that an order be entered adjudging, order-
ing and decreeing that the trust fund established by Section 5
of said will of Abram T. Litchfield, deceased, or by said Em-
ma Reed, has been terminated and annulled by reason of the
facts stated in this bill; that Irven M. Keller be directed to pay
to the complainant as assignee of Emma Reed all the funds in
his hands as substituted trustee; that Mary Conn Cosby Penn
was the assignee of-Emma Reed and as such was entitled to re-
ceive said fund, with the income therefrom accruing since the
date said Martha Washington College was closed as a school
for young ladies.
The amended bill charged that said $2,ooo.oo above men-
tioned was advanced by Emma Reed to be used for the pur-
poses stated in the will of Abram T. Litchfield, and that it
was the intention of the said Emma Reed for said funds to be
held in trust only for so long as Martha Washington College
was in existence and being used as a college for young ladies,
and that if and when said Martha Washington College should
be discontinued as a college for young women said Emma
Reed expected said fund to revert to her or to her assignee, and
concluded with the prayer that said Irven M. Keller, substi-
tuted trustee, be directed to pay and transfer to complainant all
of said funds; that the said trust had failed and the trust fund
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reverted to Emma Reed, the creator, and said fund had been
duly assigned by said Emma Reed to complainant.
The court having considered the pleadings and evidence
herein, and heard argument of counsel, and considered the writ-
ten briefs filed herein by the complainant and de-
page 99 ] fendant Emory and Henry College, is of opinion,
for reasons stated in writing, which by agreement
of counsel, is made a part of the record in this cause, to and
doth hereby adjudge that Miss Emma Reed had no power to
revoke the trust, nor recall the- gift therein established; that
Mrs. Mary Conn Cosby Penn took nothing by the assignment
from Miss Reed to her; that she has failed to maintain her suit
and that the original and amended bill of said complainant
should be and is dismissed, and it is adjudged, ordered, and de-
creed that the complainant take nothing by her original or
amended bill.
It further appearing to the court that Irven M. Keller,
trustee, in his answer asked the court to direct the proper dis.
tribution of the funds which he had in his custody as trustee,
the court doth direct that said Irven M. Keller, substituted
trustee, pay the income in his hands and which may come into
his hands to Emory and Henry College, the owner of the prop-
erty formerly known as Martha Washington College, located
at Abingdon, Virginia, including Litchfield Hall, and a receipt
from said Emory and Henry College shall be a full acquittance
to the said Irven M. Keller.
All of which is adjudged, ordered, and decreed, and this
cause is stricken from the docket of this court, the taxable costs,
however, to be paid by Irven M. Keller, substituted trustee, out
of the funds in his hands.
page ioo ] Mary Conn Cosby Penn
vs. IN CHANCERY
Irvin M. Keller, Trustee and Emory
and Henry College
Circuit Court of Washington County, Virginia.
T. C. Phillips for Complainant.
T. L. Hutton for E. ?Z H. College
OPINION
The trust fund was created by Miss Emma Reed and not
by Mr. Abram T. Litchfield. There can be no question about
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that.
The evidence does not show what terms and conditions,
if any, were imposed by Miss Reed when she sent the money
to Mrs. John D. Cosby, complainant's mother, further than
that she desired to carry out the wishes of her half-brother-in-
law, Mr. Abram T. Litchfield.
Apparently, the money was sent to Mrs. Cosby who
placed it in the First National Bank of Abingdon, which there-
after sent the interest to Mrs. Cosby, who, in turn, sent it to
Martha Washington College (Dep. Mrs. Mary Cosby Penn, p,
12). Mrs. John D. Cosby died in 1921 and thereafter her
daughter, Mrs. Mary Conn Cosby Penn, the complainant, col-
lected the interest and paid it over in the same way (Rd. p.
13). Mrs. Penn continued to act as trustee in place of her
mother until Mr. Irvin M. Keller was appointed trustee by the
Circuit Court of Washington County. She paid the
page I oi ] interest to the college until it closed (read p. 14).
It is her thought that Mr. Abram T. Litchfield
"established the fund for the benefit of Martha Washington
College' (read p. I5). After Mr. Keller was appointed trus-
tee, he paid part of it to Emory 8 Henry College, Mrs. Penn,
the complainant, knew this, and it was agreeable to her (read
p. 19). She told him it was proper to pay Emory & Henry a
certain part of this interest, but none of the principal could go
to Emory & Henry. She "never thought for a minute that
Emory 1& Henry was entitled to it because he (meaning Mr.
Litchfield), didn't leave it to Emory and Henry; he left it to
Martha Washington College, a school for young ladies" (read
p. 20).
Dr. James N. Hillman testified that by action of the
Boards of Trustees of Emory &3 Henry and Martha Washing-
ton, which action was confirmed by the Holston Annual Con-
ference, the two schools were combined under one Board, with
one charter, in the year igig and that from that time until the
present all the property of both institutions has been under the
control and owned by Emory &4 Henry College (Hillman dep.,
P. 4). The charter of Martha Washington College was dis-
solved and the trustees "deeded" to Emory 8 Henry all of her
real and personal property by deed dated June i6, i9ig, re-
corded in Deed Book 131, page 215 (read p. 4-5). Emory
&4 Henry assumed the debts of Martha Washington, aggregat-
ing $168,299.92, of which $ 14,988.95 has been paid to date
(read p. 8). Emory & Henry owns the Litchfield Hall today
(read p. 8). "The will of Abram T. Litchfield was probated
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in 19 19, and according to the stipulation, the fund was paid
over about a year thereafter, and at that time Martha and Em-
ory and Henry had been consolidated". (read p.
page 102 ] 1o).
The donor of the fund, Miss Emma Reed, who is
well along in years, being now in her nineties (Dep. Mrs. Penn,
p. 22), testified that when she gave this money, she "just
thought it would be a nice thing to do, and it would perpetuate
Mr. Litchfield's name-the whole Litchfield family (Dep. Miss
Reed, p. 3-4) ; that she intended to give effect to the provision
which Mr. Litchfield bad originally put in his will (rd. p. 4) ;
for the benefit of Litchfield Hall (read p. 4) ; that she did not
know why Mr. Litchfield added the codicil to his will revoking
the provision for the $2,000.00 trust fund for "Litchfield
Hall" (read p. 5) ; that she did not create the fund; that she
gave the money "just because it said so in the will". He
(meaning Mr. Litchfield) wanted it to go to "Litchfield Hall"
and she paid no attention to it (read p. 6). Asked how she
happened to make the assignment to Mrs. Penn, she answered
that Mrs. Penn said " that Martha Washington is not a girls'
school any more and that $2,000.00 cannot be used; and I
thought she had it in the bank. I didn't know she had it, and
she said if she could get that-I don't remember just how she
asked me-and I said 'if you can get that money you can have
it'. That is all and that was the end of it. If I had known
this stuff was coming up I would never have said it (read p.
i o) . But she said she signed the assignment (read p. i o);
that when she had Mr. Major send the $2,000.90 to Mrs.
Cosby back in i919 she did not expect to get it back. She said:
"I never thought about it one way or the other. I had forgot-
ten all about the $2,000.00 until she told me it couldn't be
used for 'Litchfield Hall' because there was no college, and
could she have it, and I said "don't bother me about it." "I
wanted Mary Penn to have it because she needs it and asked me
for it, and I don't want anything else." (read p. 14) She
said to Mrs. Penn, Emory & Henry have no right to get that
money, so you get it" (Read p. 14).
page 103 1 The evidence leaves no room to doubt that it is
now Miss Reed's earnest desire that her friend,
Mrs. Penn, the complainant here, receive this fund. The only
question is, "Can she legally effectuate that desire?" After
giving the matter the best thought of which I am capable, my
opinion is that she cannot.
The evidence strongly indicates that when Mr. Litchfield
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wrote clause 5 of his will, he had two main purposes in mind.
The first was to make a gift to Martha Washington College, an
institution which was dear to his heart, as it had been to the
hearts of his parents, and the second was to make the gift in
such a way as to honor his parents and perpetually memoralize
the Litchfield name.
Clause 5 reads: "I will and bequeath to my sister Mrs.
John D. Cosby the sum of Two Thousand dollars, in trust
however, the interest only to be used in keeping in repair
"Litchfield Hall' on the campus of 'Martha Washington Col-
lege' for young ladies, located at Abingdon, Virginia, being
the property of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South.
If my sister should not be living at my death, then said
sum of Two Thousand dollars shall be paid to the trustees,
curators, or other persons having the legal management and
control of said Martha Washington College for young ladies,
or who may be legally authorized to receive said trust fund, to
be held and used for the purpose aforesaid."
There is no limitation ever in the event Martha Washing-
ton College ceases to function or to exist, or in the event "Litch-
field Hall" is destroyed by fire or by any other means; there is
no suggestion in the language employed that Mr.
page 104 ] Litchfield intended the direction to use the inter-
est on the fund "in keeping in repair 'Litchfield
Hall' to be construed as a condition subsequent bringing about
a forfeiture or reverter. There is nothing in the language of
the will to suggest that Mr. Litchfield intended or gave a
thought to the idea that for any reason the fund should ever
revert to him or his heirs, personal representatives or assigns.
By a codicil Mr. Litchfield revoked clause 5 of his will
and made Miss Reed his residuary legatee. Soon after his
death she, herself, provided the $2,000.00 fund for the pur-
pose of carrying out his wishes, as she says. She is, therefore,
bound by the same rules of construction that would have ap-
plied to clause 5 had it not been revoked, but in asserting her
intentions it is not necessary to rely solely upon the legal con-
struction of clause 5, for she expressly states, as has been shown,
that when she had Mr. Major to send the $2,000.00 to Mrs.
Cosby, she did not expect to get it back.
It is just as if Mr. Litchfield had said: "I give $2,000.00
to Martha Washington College, but I want the principal kept
intact and the interest, only, used in keeping in repair 'Litch-
field Hall,."
When the fund was created by Miss Reed, Emory 8 Hen-
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ry and Martha Washington had already been consolidated, ac-
cording to the uncontradicted testimony of Dr. Hillman. It
seems that Emory &4 Henry and not Martha Washington has
received the interest from the very beginning. The will pro-
vided that if Mrs. Cosby was not living at the testator's death,
the fund (not merely the interest on it), should be paid to the
persons having the legal management and control of Martha
Washington College. If Miss Reed adopted Mr.
page i o5 ] Litchfield's intentions, as expressed in Clause 5
of his will, it seems that the interest has been paid
strictly according to his express intentions.
In construing the purpose of the gift and the intentions
of the parties, their contemporaneous acts cannot be ignored.
Kiser v. Amalgamated Clothing Workers, 169 Va. 574, i 14 A.
L. R. 1291.
The direction to use the interest in the repair of Litchfield
Hall cannot be construed as a condition subsequent. Conditions
subsequent are not favored in the law, because they tend to
destroy estates and when effective to work a forfeiture of title
they must have been created by express terms or clear impli-
cations.
Pence v. Tidewater Townsite Corp., 127 Va. 447. A
conveyance of land to trustees for a charitable use does not cre-
ate a conditional estate, but only a trust for the charitable use,
not liable to be defeated by non-user or alienation in the ab-
sence of an express condition. 5 R. C. L. "Charities" sec, oI
There is no such thing as a resulting trust with respect to
a charity-Where the donor has effectually passed out of him-
self all interest in the fund devoted to a charity, neither he, nor
those claiming under him, have any standing in a court of
equity as to its disposition and control.
Clark v. Oliver, 91 Va. 421, 425.
After an express trust has once been completely created and
accepted, without power of revocation expressly reserved, it
can only be revoked by the consent of all the parties in interest.
Schroeder v. Woodward, i i6 Va. 5o6, 526-7
Russell's Ex'rs. vs. Passmore, 127 Va. 475, 497
See Russell v. Passmore, 177 Va. 475, 497
Fisher v. Harrison, 165 Va. 323
Michie "Trusts" Sec. 92
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Generally, when a gift is made in trust and after-
page io6 ] wards the performance of the trust becomes im-
possible the gift becomes absolute in the donee,
unless the intention is plain, by express terms or clear implica-
tion, that it shall revert to the donor, his successors, or assigns.
A trust is terminated-by its object becoming impossible".
26 R. C. L. "Trusts", Sec 52.
This doctrine has recently been approved in Virginia al-
though under a different state of facts from those in the case at
bar. See Fisher v. Harrison, I65 Va. 323.
At page 333 the court said: "H. E. McKinster having
died prior to his mother, the trust becomes impossible of per-
formance and terminates"-The court's conclusion was that the
trusteeship over the $3,000.00 fund had terminated and the
fund, or so much. thereof as remained, became the absolute
property of the donee, W. Lee Fisher.
If "Litchfield Hall" is only a structure of wood and brick
and mortar &c, then the trust is still being performed for the
interest on the $2,000.00 fund is still being used on the repair
of the building. But the Bill treats it as something more than
a structure of physical matter, the Bill treats "Litchfield Hall"
as being enshrouded in sentiment, as being an auditorium for
the worship, promotion and protrayal of culture, refinement,
learning, religion and all those things that go to make "educa-
tion"; in other words, as an essential and integral part of Mar-
tha Washington College, and'so much so that if Martha Wash-
ington College ceased to exist, so also must "Litchfield Hall."
If the latter is the proper conception of "Litchfield Hall", then
when Martha Washington College ceased to be a
page 107 ] college, Litchfield Hall automatically ceased to be
"Litchfield Hall", the trust became impossible of
performance and the gift became the absolute property of the
donee. Counsel for complainant on the last page of his last
brief filed before me (received by the November 28, 1939)
says "there is no longer any Litchfield Hall on the campus of
Martha Washington College".
Thus far the question has been discussed as if Mr. Litch-
field had made the gift and created the trust. But the insur-
mountable fact stands out that Mr. Litchfield having revoked
Clause 5 of his will, had nothing whatever to do with making
the gift nor creating the trust. Unquestionably Miss Emma
Reed did that.
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The case.seenfs'to be premised on two fallacies. The first
is that Mr. Litchfield made the gift and created the trust. The
other is that although he did so, Miss Reed can revoke the trust
-and recall the gift.
And Miss Reed's position seems to be inconsistent in this:
that although she made the gift in order to effectuate Mr.
Litchfield's will, she would now recall it because not to do so
would violate his wishes.
Opposing counsel have written strong briefs, supported by
authorities which seem, at first to be conflicting, though I am
not sure that upon careful analyses they would be found to be
irreconcilable.
The Cy Pres doctrine, which has no application in Vir-
ginia (Massanetta Springs 8c v. Keazell, i6 1 Va. 532) is dis-
cussed rather fully. But it seems to me unnecessary to invoke
that doctrine in order to find the proper solution of the ques-
tion here involved.
Even if Clause 5 of the will had gone into effect before
the consolidation of the colleges, it would seem to be impos-
sible now for any one to revoke it and recall the
page io8 ] gift. But the uncontradicted fact that Mr. Litch-
field, himself, revoked Clause 5 of his will cannot
be lost sight of. He is not, and cannot possibly be considered
as the creator of the fund in question. Miss Emma Reed cre-
ated the fund and created it after the consolidation of the two
colleges. It is futile to say that after all these years the gift
should be cancelled and annulled on the ground that to per-
mit Emory and Henry to enjoy its benefits would violate the
wishes of Mr. Litchfield and frustrate that portion of his will
which he, himself, had already revoked.
If Mr. Litchfield, himself, could not have recalled the gift
(supposing that he had not revoked clause 5) for stronger rea-
sons, Miss Reed cannot do so.
I do not think this opinion is in any way inconsistent with
my opinion, on the demurrer, written April, 27, 1939.
If the foregoing conclusions are sound, it follows, of
course, that complainant cannot maintain her bill, and the suit
should be dismissed.
W. H. R., Jdg.-i2-3o- 3 9
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State of Virginia, County of Washington, to-wit:
I, W. Y. C. White, Clerk of the Circuit Court of Wash-
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ington County, in the State of Virginia, do certify that the
foregoing is a true transcript of the record in the chancery
cause lately pending in the Circuit Court of Washington Coun-
ty under the style of Mary Conn Cosby Penn v. Irven M. Kel-
ler, Sustituted Trustee, and Emory and Henry College; and I
further certify that Emory and Henry College, and Irven M.
Keller, Substituted Trustee, defendants, have had notice of the
intention of the complainant to apply for the foregoing trans-
cript.
Given under my hand this i 3 th day of March, 1940
W. Y. C. WHITE,,
Clerk, Circuit Court of Washington
County Virginia.
A Copy Teste:
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